
 

 

 
 
 

 

To:  Milwaukee Arts Board   

From:  Tea Norfolk, Legislative Fiscal Analyst – Lead  

Date:  September 21, 2018 

Subject: City flag history, cost estimate of replacement, adoption process in other cities    

 
 

This memo is in response to your request for the following information related to replacing the 

City flag: 

 

1. An estimate of the cost of replacing the flag. 

2. A summary of articles related to replacing the flag. 

3. The Mayor’s Office report on replacing the flag. 

4. Other cities’ adoption of new flag designs. 

 

ESTIMATE OF REPLACEMENT COST 

 

In discussion with City departments, very few locations fly the City flag. There may be, at most, 

approximately 100 flags throughout City locations. Other than Department of Public Works 

(DPW), the departments do not use the City flag in printed material, signage, business cards, 

etc. The Police Department flies flags at approximately 12 locations and estimates that at $85 

per 3’ x 5’ flag, replacement would be approximately $1,000 to replace all flags.  

 

An estimate from the City Clerk’s Office for flags purchased from Flag Center in Wauwatosa 

prices a 3’ x 5’ flag at $19.95 per flag and a 4’ x 6’ flag at $25.95 per flag, plus a small shipping 

charge. Given the relatively few number of flags in the City’s possession, replacement of the 

largest flag at a quantity of 100 would cost $2,595. DPW estimated a lower cost at $1,000. 

 

Based on an estimated number of 2,650 pieces of City equipment with current DPW seals on 

them (two per unit), and approximately 45 minutes to remove the old decals, prep the surfaces 

and install new decals, the cost would be as follows: 

 

Labor only: $63.25 for each piece of equipment x 2,650 = $167,612.50 

Decal costs: Estimated at $16 each x 5,300 (2 per unit) = $  84,800.00 

Total cost to retrofit new decals onto existing vehicles and equipment = $252,412.50 
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Note, however, that although the current flag is part of the DPW symbol, given the variety of 

symbols used by City departments, it may not be necessary to rebrand all vehicles at one time. 

Logo replacement could occur as new vehicles come onboard.  

 

SUMMARY OF FLAG REDESIGN ARTICLES 

 

On August 1, 2013, Jeff Sherman wrote for OnMilwaukee.com that in 2001, OnMilwaukee.com 

helped coordinate and promote a contest to select a new flag. Ultimately, the Common Council 

did not move forward. The article cites MKE Flag as a renewed effort seeking input into a flag 

redesign and shows a proposed design, which is a pair of arrows and five bars in alternating 

color. The article also seeks input from readers regarding whether a new flag is warranted.  

 

On August 7, 2013, Dustin Weis wrote for OnMilwaukee.com that while critics say the City’s 

flag is ugly and outdated, he believes those characteristics are its virtues. He states that the 

City’s flag is “beautiful in its absolute scorn for the modern concept of beauty” and refers to the 

flag as “crusty.” He further states: 

 

We’re Milwaukeeans. We don’t give two hoots about someone else’s ‘rebranding’ 

or their concept of what’s ‘in.’ We crave what’s real, and we can spot imposters 

like the 1994 Brewers logo and the ‘new’ Milwaukee flag Jeff Sherman’s blog 

featured for exactly what they are – the watered-down product of committee-

process, nose-in-the-air groupthink that’s high on cutting-edge hype and low on 

substance. 

 

Milwaukee Magazine published an article by Tim McCormick in its City Guide 2015. In the 

article, James J. Ferrigan III, spokesman for the North American Vexillological Association 

(NAVA) – a group devoted to studying flags – refers to the City flag as a “kitchen sink” flag 

because “they just put everything on there.” The article further details the history of the current 

flag, which was the result of a citywide competition and former Ald. Fred Steffan compiling the 

best elements. Lee Tishler, a Milwaukee Public Museum employee came close to replacing 

the original design with his own, which he had entered into a 1975 contest and won. His flag 

was never officially adopted. Later, the Milwaukee Arts Board refused to adopt any of the 105 

designs submitted in a 2001 contest. Three years later, NAVA, ranked Milwaukee’s flag as 

147
th

 out of 150 nationwide city flag designs. The Milwaukee Police Department redesigned its 

patches to include symbols, like the Milwaukee Art Museum’s Calatrava addition. The article 

refers to the images featured on the current flag as having been “long ago relegated to the 

dustbins of history.” The article then places a call to action to contribute responses to 

MilwaukeeMag.com/CityFlagPetition to register support for updating the flag.  
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On June 5, 2016, Katherine Michalets wrote in the Milwaukee County Post that Milwaukee 

resident Steve Kodis launched an effort to get the Milwaukee flag redesigned. He tied the 

redesign to the Milwaukee Bucks rebranding. Kodis is a graphic designer and stated the flag is 

poorly designed. He launched the website www.milwaukeeflag.com. He envisioned the 

process as starting with community support through an online petition to get approval from city 

government to move forward with the redesign. He reached out to Ald. Zielinski, but no 

alderman endorsed the redesign. He stated in the article that after getting the City’s approval, 

he would start a design submission process that would highlight the five principles of flag 

design and then a “small and qualified jury would select a design.”  

 

On October 28, 2015, Michael Holloway wrote in Urban Milwaukee that Milwaukee is one of 

the “absolute worst example[s] of a city flag.” Roman Mars, a Ted Talk presenter, stated, 

“Nothing can quite prepare you for one of the biggest train wrecks in Vexillological history… 

Are you ready? It’s the flag of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.” He notes that one element on the flag is 

a picture of the Civil War battle flag of the Milwaukee regiment. There is a flag on the flag, 

which the presenters agree makes Milwaukee’s flag almost a parody of itself. The articles 

notes that Steve Kodis is paying for the flag redesign competition out of his own pocket and is 

working with Gravity Marketing LLC to connect with a non-profit agency that will help with 

getting sponsors and funding for manufacturing flags. The contest called for submissions from 

October 1 through November 30, 2015. There was no entry fee and the competition was open 

to anyone, including people who are not City residents. He planned to build the public’s 

interest in the flag redesign after manufacturing the winning flag. His plan was to tap “design-

minded, local businesses, trying to get it to them first, so people start seeing it.” He would then 

name the winning flag “the People’s Flag of Milwaukee,” since it would not yet be official. He 

hoped that after generating enough public interest, the Common Council would accept it. The 

article concludes with a call to action to submit a design to the competition at 

www.milwaukeeflag.com.  

 

On March 24, 2016, Matt Wild wrote in the Milwaukee Record that efforts to redesign the flag 

since its 1955 adoption have been going on for almost as long as the adoption of the flag itself. 

He describes the flag as being “haphazardly stuffed with barley stalks, boats, and something 

that looks like a UFO.” The article states that 88Nine Radio Milwaukee introduced The Greater 

Together People’s Flag Competition, which was organized by the station, the Greater Together 

coalition, professional design group AIGA, and the “Milwaukee Flag Initiative.” The competition 

accepted new flag designs until April 14, 2016, which would be whittled down via a panel of 

experts, and then the top five would be displayed in City Hall on May 14, 2015. The winner 

would be chosen at an event at Radio Milwaukee on June 14, 2016. Wild notes that Steve 

Kodis’s efforts to redesign the flag go back to at least 2013, and that his most recent push was 

http://www.milwaukeeflag.com/
http://www.milwaukeeflag.com/
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inspired by Roman Mars’s 2015 TED Talk calling Milwaukee’s flag a “hot mess.” Wild states 

that Kodis was a guest on a weekly WMSE talk show Wild co-hosts with Ryan Schleicher and 

Evan Rytlewski, wherein the hosts asked Kodis why Milwaukee needed a new flag, why he 

was qualified to lead the charge, and who the flag would represent. In the interview, Kodis 

acknowledges that the City has its official flag and that his flag design would be separate. 

Rytlewski states, “If you push something like this through, and there actually isn’t broad city 

support across different demographics of the city, you’re not representing the city.” Kodis 

responded to Wild via e-mail that in the latest iteration of the design competition, the Greater 

Together partnership led several design workshops at UWM, MIAD, Mount Mary University, 

Washington High School, Bay View High, Bradley Tech, Ronald Reagan High, and MATC. He 

also stated he would meet with Ald. Kovac, who helped coordinate the exhibit on May 14.  

 

On March 31, 2016, Molly Snyder wrote in OnMilwaukee.com that a contest was asking for 

submissions from people to design “The People’s Flag of Milwaukee.” She states that Fred 

Gillich designed a Milwaukee banner, which features the city’s area code “414.”  

 

On April 9, 2016, Jason McDowell wrote in OnMilwaukee.com that “Milwaukee’s flag history 

has been one of perpetual shoulder-shrugging and an aggressive lack of vision.” The current 

flag “helped illustrate the definition of ‘design by committee:’ a jumbled mess of letters, 

numbers and outdated, confusing, lost, even outright racist symbols.” McDowell’s article is 

critical of Evan Rytlewski’s opposition to the flag redesign. The article notes Kodis’s plans to 

print and sell the new design on merchandise at the release party. McDowell states, 

“Milwaukee, a city that once had the vision to build the tallest building in the world, is currently 

united under a flag that demonstrates how little vision we have.” The article also links a call to 

action to submit to the design competition. 

 

On April 10, 2016, Bobby Tanzilo interviewed John Gurda and Steve Kodis in 

OnMilwaukee.com regarding the flag redesign competition. Kodis states that “community buy-

in seems strong” and that nearly 600 designs have come from all over the Greater Milwaukee 

area and additional entrants include designs from Australia and Scandinavia.  

 

On May 11, 2016, Molly Spicuzza wrote in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel that Mayor Barrett 

stated the official flag was outdated. Mayor Barrett praised the effort, calling it “a great 

community engagement exercise to see whether we want to have this ‘people’s flag,’ or even 

to consider changing our city flag.”  

 

On May 14, 2016, Jason McDowell wrote in OnMilwaukee.com that the five finalist designs 

from Kodis’s competition would be voted on over the course of two weeks. Common elements 

in the semi-finalist designs included sports teams, architecture, the lake, arrows, wheat, gears, 
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beer, the three founders, the three rivers, the native people, and the letter “M.” Many chose 

blue, green, and yellow or cream for colors. City residents were invited to rate the five finalist 

flags from 1 to 10, and the most acceptable flag would be chosen based on the aggregate 

total. The winner would be revealed at the 88.9 RadioMilwaukee headquarters on June 14.  

 

On May 15, 2016, Mary Spicuzza wrote in the Journal Sentinel that the five finalists were 

chosen from among more than 1,000 entries. Spicuzza notes that Marion Steffan Koch, Ald. 

Fred Steffan’s daughter, called Roman Mars’s comments about the current flag “an insult to 

the history of Milwaukee” and her father. She also stated that nobody has come up with a 

better design than her father’s design in the last 60 years. That flag was the result of 100 

submissions.  

 

On May 16, 2016, David Schuyler wrote in The Business Journal that the People’s Flag of 

Milwaukee initiative was not intended to result in an official change of the City flag. Instead, the 

initiative was meant to involve Milwaukee’s “urban and diverse youth involved in the 

conversation on what we, as residents, want the city of Milwaukee to become.” The article 

briefly synopsizes the competition timeline. Greater Together is called “a nonprofit organization 

that promotes racial and economic equality in the creative industries in the Milwaukee area.” 

The initiative held a dozen or so workshops at schools, Boys & Girls Clubs locations, and 

universities in the area. Approximately 20 percent of the entries came from the various 

workshops. The article states that while The People’s Flag of Milwaukee initiative is not 

officially sanctioned by the City, Ald. Hamilton was expected to appear at the upcoming event.  

 

On June 4, 2016, John Gurda wrote an opinion piece that appeared in the Milwaukee Journal 

Sentinel. Gurda states that the City flag is “clunky.” He acknowledges, that “[a]lthough it has a 

certain retro charm, in the same way that orange shag carpeting and Formica countertops 

appeal to some baby boomers, the flag reads as a visual checklist of items that represented 

Milwaukee to our grandparents…. If it were any busier, Milwaukee’s flag would die of sheer 

exhaustion.” Gurda detailed the judging process: each judge picked the designs he or she 

found most appealing, which narrowed the field to about 120. The next step was to group 

those choices thematically (gears, waves, stripes, maps, stars, etc.) and pare them down to 50 

semifinalists. From that pool, after spirited discussion, the judges picked five designs to be 

submitted to the public in an online poll. Gurda goes further into depth on some of the former 

flag design attempts, beginning with 1987, which yielded no results in official adoption of a flag. 

In 1927, a group of citizens attempted to promote a blue flag with the City seal printed in gold 

and orange as the official flag. That design was sent to the Police Department and later 

abandoned. In 1942, Ald. Fred Meyers called for an official flag, and it was not until 1950 that 

Meyers renewed his push and launched a contest. Four years later, Ald. Steffan took elements 

from the 1950 finalists to design the current flag. The Milwaukee Sentinel ignored the story, 
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and the Journal gave it two sentences in the local section. As the symbols on the flag became 

outdated (smokestacks went cold, Braves left, breweries closed, lake traffic diminished), there 

were more attempts to redesign the flag, including a 1975 contest that went dormant, a 1991 

attempt that was abandoned, and a 2001 contest from which no entries were selected. The 

current campaign has generated more discussion, publicity, and entries than all of the 

preceding contests combined. Gurda states that “in some quarters, the current contest is a 

hipster plot to strip Milwaukee of a valued icon.” Gurda believes the process has been 

transparent and that the spirit of the organizers was openhearted throughout.  

 

On June 14, 2016, Jason McDowell wrote in OnMilwaukee.com that Sunrise Over the Lake by 

Robert Lenz was voted People’s Flag of Milwaukee after weighing more than 30,000 rankings 

from over 60,000 voters. The runner-up was DeChazier Stokes-Johnson’s “M” Star.  

 

On June 15, 2016, Urban Milwaukee quoted Commissioner of City Development Rocky 

Marcoux as saying the current City flag is “an inventory of what’s in the city that was dying 

under the weight of its symbols.” The article states that Greater Together organized panel 

discussions for businesses, encouraging them to tap into the talent of the inner city. Marcoux is 

quoted as saying about the winning design of the competition, “We need to continue to have 

conversations about inequity, and this flag is important because it is a symbol of diversity and 

togetherness.” 

 

On March 5, 2018, Jim Carlton wrote in The Wall Street Journal that many Milwaukee 

residents only learned the City had a flag after it became a target of ridicule. Evan Rytlewski is 

quoted as saying, “I’m so mad right now… I didn’t know we had a Milwaukee flag. Then I 

discovered it and I truly fell in love. Everything about it is wrong and right at the same time.” In 

2015, Provo, UT, adopted a new flag that depicts the sun rising behind lake-framed mountains. 

Sioux Falls, SD, empaneled a Committee to Establish a Suitable Flying Banner for the City of 

Sioux Falls. In 2016, Pocatello, ID, convened a Flag Design Ad Hoc Committee and asked 

volunteers for ideas to replace its flag, and out of 709 entries, the city selected a sun framed by 

snow-capped mountains. In 2016, Manchester, NH, held a meeting to approve its redesign 

efforts, and an alderman complained the process was wasteful and unnecessary. The city kept 

its old flag. In 2016, civic boosters in Joplin, MO, launched a contest to replace its flag out of 

belief the existing flag would not adhere to a requirement of the Vexillological Association. The 

winning flag out of 70 design entries was a blue and white flag depicting four roads intersecting 

at a city. The council has not acted on it, but the new flag has been circulated on T-shirts, 

stickers, and posters. Ald. Bohl is quoted as stating, “Having a new face for the city would be 

appropriate,” and calls the current flag a “mishmash” that has outlived its time. Ald. Zielinski 

said he wants to follow the wishes of his constituents, who have diverse opinions.  
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On March 6, 2018, Jim Stingl wrote in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel that the People’s Flag is 

growing on him. He admits that he mocked the design in 2016 and that it is easier to throw 

stones than to come up with a design that pleases everyone. He notes that familiarity makes 

people warm up to things, and seeing the design crop up in more places has the effect of him 

getting used to seeing it. The flags are available at local shops and on Amazon, stickers, 

patches, lapel pins, ornaments, bikinis, and socks have the image. The Milwaukee Brewers 

have incorporated it into shirts, caps, and hoodies. Anyone can use the flag design for any 

purpose without permission or money changing hands. It is public domain.  

 

On March 14, 2018, Matt Wild wrote in the Milwaukee Record that he was interviewed by a 

Wall Street Journal reporter about the People’s Flag. He states, “After nearly five years of 

getting worked up about the dubious effort/ contest to design a new Milwaukee city flag, and 

after nearly two years of living with the winning design… I’m officially giving up. I don’t care 

anymore. The old flag is dead. The “People’s Flag” has won. May its Corona beer label colors 

fly atop Milwaukee business and luxury apartment balconies for years to come.” He admits he 

“still kind of hate[s] the thing” because of the original impetus behind it: “Hey! A guy with a 

podcast said our flag is terrible! Let’s design a new one… let’s slap it on every piece of 

merchandise we can imagine!” He notes that the reason for his surrender to the design is that 

it is everywhere. It’s all over the East Side, Bay View, and downtown. It is on beer bottles and 

bicycles, businesses and residences. It has gone from a pet project to an ever-expanding 

default icon. More and more Milwaukeeans are embracing it. Wild notes that even Milwaukee 

Journal Sentinel columnist Jim Stingl is starting to see it everywhere. Wild questions whether 

many people even know the back story of the official flag or of the People’s Flag or even care 

about the back story. He asks, “Isn’t it enough that a new generation of Milwaukeeans finally 

have a symbol of their city pride? And that they’re not afraid to show it?”  

 

On May 31, 2018, Jeramey Jannene wrote in Urban Milwaukee that since its unveiling in 2016, 

the people’s flag of Milwaukee has become ubiquitous. Ald. Johnson is quoted as stating, 

“Milwaukee needs a symbol that we all can be proud of and rally around.” Jannene wrote, 

“even if the current flag’s design wasn’t an issue, it’s no wonder the new flag has proliferated. 

Try to find design files for either version of the 1955 flag and the appeal of the royalty-free 

people’s flag becomes immediately apparent.”  

 

On July 20, 2018, Mary Spicuzz and Ahmed Elbenni quoted the executive director of Greater 

Together in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel as saying the flag redesign competition has been 

“entire an exercise in civic pride.” Ald. Coggs noted the similarity between the People’s Flag 

and Reno’s flag, but People’s Flag advocates state their flag came first. The article states that 

Ald. Borkowski amended the proposal, setting a six-month deadline for the Arts Board to report 

back to the Common Council. The reporting deadline in the signed resolution is December 31, 
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2018. Ald. Stamper questioned the use of white on the people’s flag, and why the designers 

described white as a symbol of “unity.”  

 

The articles for this summary are attached to this report in their entirety.  

 

MAYOR’S FACEBOOK POST 

 

On June 24, 2018, Mayor Tom Barrett posted the following comment on his FaceBook page, 

along with a picture of the People’s Flag: “I’ve seen this flag around our city more and more. 

Do you think it’s time to make it the official flag of Milwaukee? Leave your thoughts in the 

comments. Learn more about the flag by visiting milwaukeeflag.com.” 

 

The post received 888 click votes as follows: 

734 thumbs-up (likes) 

117 hearts (loves) 

  18 laughing faces 

  12 angry faces 

    7 sad faces 

 

The post received 574 comments. Of those comments, 270 were in favor of adopting the flag, 

217 were against adopting the flag, and the remaining comments did not indicate a preference. 

Comments against the design fell into the following general categories:  

 

 There are more important things to do than worry about a flag 

 The City already has a flag 

 Like another flag better 

 It looks like something else: Reno’s flag, another flag, Comfort Inn logo, Corona logo, 

Minolta logo, Obama logo (Note that of the 60 redesigned flags surveyed, 12 have a 

circle or sun in the center, 15 use the colors blue, yellow, and white, and 8 have both a 

circle/sun in the center and use the colors blue, yellow, and white. See the attachment 

titled “Municipal Flag Improvement - Portland Flag Association.”)  

 Aesthetically unappealing 

 It is racist/ not inclusive 

 Too boring / generic  

 Too many cities are jumping on the Roman Mars bandwagon 

 Does not have the City’s name / date on it 

 Will look dated soon 
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Note that the holders of the People’s Flag contest state that there were approximately 1,000 

entries and 60,000 votes for the flag. By way of comparison, in the February 20, 2018 Spring 

Primary election, 35,792 people voted. In the April 3, 2018 Spring election, 58,384 people 

voted. In the August 14, 2018 Fall Primary election, 85,613 people voted.  

 

A transcript of the comments on the Mayor’s post is attached to this memo.  

 

OTHER CITIES 

 

The recent wave of flag interest in North America stems from a 2004 publication of a guide 

called American City Flags, which is lauded as the first major work on the subject. It 

documents the municipal flags of 100 U.S. cities representing all 50 states. In 2010, journalist 

Roman Mars released an episode on his podcast 99% Invisible regarding the design failures of 

municipal flags. The podcast was turned into a 2015 TED Talk, and that TED Talk has been 

watched 3.7 million times. 

 

Many of the flag competitions profiled below began with citizens motivated by the TED Talk to 

launch some form of public interest. While some competitions were held by City Councils, 

others were purely resident-driven. They tend to follow a similar format and ethos to the 

People’s Flag of Milwaukee competition: Generate public interest with a competition, engage a 

panel of experts as a selection committee, hold a public vote that uses a ranking system, and 

select a winning flag. When those competitions have been City-driven, City Councils have 

generally approved the winning flag design and officially adopted it. When the competitions 

were purely resident-driven without gaining Council buy-in, a very small number of flags went 

on to be officially adopted.   

 

Flag redesign efforts in other cities are summarized below.  

 

Cedar Park, TX 

 

City Council members voted to consider a new design to replace a flag-redesign contest 

winning flag. Several residents expressed on social media their dislike of the flag, and Council 

members plan to take a public vote on the redesigned flag after other residents complained the 

selection process in choosing a new flag was not inclusive of the public. The new competition 

would be guided by the Cedar Park Parks, Arts, and Community Enrichment advisory board to 

winnow down the number of designs.  
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Columbia, MO 

 

The City held a flag design contest in 2014, receiving 84 entries from residents. After a public 

voting period, the Commission on Cultural Affairs and City staff reviewed entries and chose a 

group of finalists. The City Council reviewed finalists, selecting its top three. After a public 

comment period, City Council evaluated feedback, which overwhelmingly favored the winning 

design.  

 

Coral Springs, FL 

 

The City conducted a flag redesign competition. It received 80 submissions and narrowed the 

field to six finalists. The Council adopted the winning design.  

 

Dallas, TX 

 

One citizen redesigned the flag and started an online petition in support. The flag has not been 

adopted officially by the City.  

 

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

 

An interested resident sets forth his plan for getting public buy-in to a flag redesign: a public 

contest, including information about good flag design and getting school-children involved; 

enlisting a panel of judges who are trained in good flag design to create a shortlist; and a 

public vote ranking their favorites.  

 

Golden, CO 

 

The City held a flag contest for people to submit their designs. Twenty-three flag designs were 

submitted by people ranging from grade school children to professional designers. Thousands 

of people voted, and the top six designs were presented to City Council, who chose the 

winner, which was the flag that received the most citizen votes.  

 

Lancaster, PA 

 

A flag design competition was held and a winner was chosen. City Council did not approve the 

redesign.  
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Los Angeles, CA 

 

A group of citizens created a Change.org petition to adopt a new city flag.  

 

Madison, WI 

 

City Council members unanimously approved a modified design that removed a symbol that 

some said appropriated a Native American tribe’s culture. The redesign kept most of the 

current elements of the flag but removed part of the center element that resembled an ancient 

sun symbol that originated from the Zia Pueblo tribe in New Mexico. The old flag was designed 

in 1962 and most of its elements remained intact.  

 

Madison created an ordinance describing the official city flag and identified that the redesign 

would have “no fiscal impact.”  

 

Montpelier, VT 

 

The City announced a competition for a flag redesign. The winner was selected through an 

online vote. City Clerk John Odum stated “it cost the city nothing to create the new flag and it 

was worth the time that went into it.” 

 

Orlando, FL 

 

The Mayor’s administration launched a contest asking members of the public to submit 

designs for a new flag. The contest remained open for one month. A panel of artists, history 

and design experts culled the 10 best flags for public vote online and at City Hall. Submissions 

were accepted by mail or dropped off at City Hall or one of several other locations listed on the 

city’s website. Only hand-drawn designs were allowed and a 150-word or less paragraph 

explaining symbolism in the flag was required.  

 

The City received more than 1,100 flag designs from 12 states and seven countries, including 

contributions from five local schools. The contest engaged more than 23,000 residents on 

social media, and the City received more than 10,000 votes and 2,200 comments from citizens 

as part of the contest’s participatory phase. City Council approved the selected flag design.  

 

Pocatello, ID 

 

An all-volunteer committee engaged in a process to redesign Pocatello’s flag. The committee 

received 709 designs from over 26 countries and 30 states. An expert panel provided feedback 
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to get six final designs ready for public comment. Two former presidents of the Vexillological 

Association rated the finalists. The flag redesign did receive some pushback from residents 

expressing their distaste for the chosen design. Some residents expressed concern that the 

city’s name was not on the flag. A council member stated the chosen design was not one of his 

favorites, but for the sake of consensus, he voted in favor of approving the resolution. The 

decision to change the flag was a result of Roman Mars identifying Pocatello’s flag as one of 

the worst in the nation.  

 

Portland, ME 

 

BDN Portland held a competition for a flag redesign. The group received 84 proposals, and 

judges narrowed down the selection to the 10 best designs. Voters selected their three favorite 

designs. The design competition was not City-sponsored, and the redesigned flag has not yet 

been adopted.  

 

Provo, UT 

 

The City Council held meetings for one and a half years, accepting resident comments 

throughout he process. A three-person committee was tasked with recommending a design. A 

dispute arose between the city’s resident vexillologist and a City Council member who was 

trained in graphic design and who had designed the flag to be replaced. The mayor’s office 

proposed a design. Two council members outvoted the vexillologist. The flag design that was 

ultimately chosen was proposed by the council member who was a graphic designer.  

 

Raleigh, NC 

 

The City Council stated it would consider redesigning the City’s flag if it launched a branding 

effort.  

 

Redding, CA 

 

A 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization hosted a flag competition and sells merchandise showing 

the winning flag design. The City Council adopted the winning flag design.  

 

Reno, NV 

 

The City’s Art & Culture Commission led a flag design competition. The effort included public 

education about flag design and Reno history. The Art & Culture Commission held two 

educational workshops on flag culture and design and had an open submission period for flag 
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designs that lasted three months. All submissions went through an initial review by the Reno 

Flag Committee, comprised of a flag expert, arts professionals, former mayors, and 

representatives from the community. The committee narrowed down the entries to 13 designs 

that went through an online public voting process for three weeks. From there, the commission 

selected three finalists. Those three finalists went to a City Council meeting, and the Council 

selected the final design, which was also a favorite in the public vote.   

 

Rochester, MN 

 

A group of citizens developed a grass-roots campaign to design a new flag. The campaign 

consisted of a website and social media as well as a citywide contest that received dozens of 

entries. A group of local judges educated in flag design chose 12 finalists, and the public voted 

on their favorites, and the judges made the final selection. The competition was run in a similar 

fashion to many cities around the country.  

 

The artist of the original flag stated that changing a flag just because it is dated does not make 

sense.  

 

San Marcos, TX 

 

A council member stated that cost of replacing the flag should not be a problem because flags 

naturally get worn out and need replacement, so the cost of redesigning the flag should mirror 

the usual cost of replacement for worn-out flags.  

 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario (Canada) 

 

The City sought proposals for designs. It also looked to staff within City Hall to come up with a 

municipal flag design for the council to consider. A committee was formed to review flag 

proposals and make recommendations to the council for a new design.  

 

South Bend, IN 

 

The City hosted a public contest to design a new flag. The City directed the competition by 

providing themes to draw upon. After selecting three finalists, gathering public feedback, and 

creating a composite design from the finalists, the City adopted a new flag design. Rather than 

advance the design the garnered the most votes, public feedback was used as input to a final 

design stage.  
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Tulsa, OK 

 

In November 2016, two Tulsa residents spearheaded an effort to redesign the City flag with 

City Council support. A design-gathering phase began in January and was extended to 

accommodate more residents who wanted to submit their flag-design proposals. 

Approximately 600 submissions were placed into a few categories and culled down to three 

flags, which were presented for public voting. The Council plans to vote on whether to adopt a 

new flag.  

 

Many residents were not happy about the three final designs being considered for the flag. 

Many online comments were unkind. The organizers of the redesign effort cited the five 

Vexillological principles as guiding the three finalist designs. Brand experts, fashion experts, 

and art historians were on the selection committee. The citywide contest was privately funded. 

The City Council soured on the concept of changing the flag after residents called for keeping 

the current flag. Among concerns about the voting process was the lack of a “none of the 

above” choice and the requirement that residents text their vote from a cellphone.  

  

After voting on the flag stalled, dozens of businesses started creating merchandise, ranging 

from shirts to shot glasses to tiny little gnomes, displaying the flag-design competition winner. 

Sports teams adopted the flag for their merchandise, as well. The flag was found flying all 

around the city, and some local politicians began using the flag in their campaigns.  

 

Winston-Salem, NC 

 

Two students generated a Change.org petition and social media campaign to convince the City 

Council to approve a flag redesign contest. The students developed a proposed design, but do 

not necessarily advocate their design; they would prefer to open a public discussion and 

design competition.  
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To:  Milwaukee Arts Board   

From:  Tea Norfolk, Legislative Fiscal Analyst – Lead  

Date:  September 17, 2018 

Subject: Mayor’s FaceBook Post Regarding Adoption of the People’s Flag    

 
 

On June 24, 2018, Mayor Tom Barrett posted the following comment on his FaceBook page, 

along with a picture of the People’s Flag: “I’ve seen this flag around our city more and more. 

Do you think it’s time to make it the official flag of Milwaukee? Leave your thoughts in the 

comments. Learn more about the flag by visiting milwaukeeflag.com.” 

 

Following is a transcript of the comments on the Mayor’s post. 

 

Nic Cole Yes. Time for a resolution to get this adopted! 

Jen Bennett Yes!! 

Solana Patterson-Ramos No, I think an official city wide flag contest should happen that 

involves Milwaukee public schools and other organizations.  

Give everyone in Milwaukee a chance to submit ideas.  

Most people didn’t really know about the flag contest that this flag came from til they 

had their finalists. There needs to be more of a fair flag contest that everyone can be a part off. 

Anna Maria Contreras Totally agree 

Crystal Hampton Hines 100% 

Mike Erickson So because you weren't paying attention, you think it's unfair? 

Michelle Hines I’m a MKE native living in NYC and even I knew about this contest! This 

got a ton of press - not to mention the tons of social media coverage it received 

David Kiefer Milwaukee dose not need a new flag. We are not a communist socialist 

city we are a democratic city no new flags. 

Richard Schwalb David Kiefer Huh? What does communist or socialist or democratic 

have to do with getting a new flag or not? And we were a socialist city for most of the 

time between 1890 and 1960 

Michael Nischke This flag was created through a contest, and there was plenty of 

publicity for it. Just because you weren't paying attention doesn't mean we should do it 

again. This flag should be made official. 

Bo Sheriff Richard Schwalb true 
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Ryan Yatso THIS FLAG WAS PICKED BY A CONTEST. YOU JUST WEREN'T 

PAYING ATTENTION. IT NEEDS TO BE MADE OFFICAL. 

Steven Steven Let’s do it. This one will win. 

Christopher Rucinski Solana Patterson-Ramos I hear "Let's waste taxpayer money" 

when a new government-supported flag contest is suggested.  

The previous contest was privately held, went fairly viral, and was completely 

open to the public. I have been living in Korea for a few years now and I was fully aware 

of this contest. So the government doesn't need to waste money here. 

Once this flag is selected as official, then within a year, most people won't even 

complain anymore. For example, Seoul had a city motto contest. There was a lot of 

backlash with the selected motto, but after a month I never heard anything bad about 

the motto anymore. 

Robin Lee Reed We also have MIAD and UWM Design Departments! 

John Ehn IV Most graphic designers and graphic design students knew about the 

contest. I doubt that letting 2nd graders draw a flag in crayon would have made much of 

a difference. 

Rebecca Silber Many graphic designers choose to not participate in contests because 

it cheapens the profession. The publicity surrounding the contest isn't the issue, the 

issue was that there was a contest at all and that it was promoted by the Wisconsin 

Chapter of the AIGA. "Going forward designers—individually and as a community—

must continue to communicate the worth of investing in design services, always offering 

a sense of the value created for the client from hiring a qualified professional designer, 

and by explaining that the client is the one who loses out with crowdsourcing or spec 

competitions." --Richard Grefé, director emeritus of the AIGA 

Linda Gonzales Ryan Yatso A very limited contest, however... 

Andrew Hoffmann Rebecca Silber Nice I never considered the effect of design 

contests on the industry. TIL 

Jessica Heiden Ya, that would be great! 

Andrew James Shelp Second graders could literally come up with a more creative and 

distinct flag than this garbage. Also, it looks like a free design because it WAS a free 

design. It’s clip art at best. Pay some folks to come up with some real designs. 

Sheesh... 

Ian Powell Rebecca Silber I agree to a certain point but in a way the client was the 

people of Milwaukee and so a contest we’re they vote on what flag they thought best 

represented the city feels like a legitimate strategy to decide on a design. And honestly 

the new flag is better than the everything but the kitchen sink flag we have now. 

Rebecca Silber Ian Powell I’m going to keep standing up for my profession because no 

one else in Milwaukee is doing so. This would have never flown with the AIGA in 

Chicago or New York or Minneapolis. There are standards to the profession—if a 
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finance person organized a contest to re-do the city’s budget, I would hope true 

professionals would be leery about participating. 

Daul Pettmann It was a public contest with a public comment period and a public vote. 

We really don’t need to go through it again. 

David Kiefer Richard Schwalb good to know comrade. 

Daul Pettmann Rebecca Silber it wouldn’t have happened at all without the contest. 

Your profession can get over it. 

Irene Parthum No. It looks like a signal flag on a boat. The City flag is old fashioned, diverse, 

and a little bit hokey. Just like my hometown. #OldSchoolMilwaukee 

Joe Holla Yup. Hokey. That explains it all. Smh. 

Andrew Martins The old flag looks like a second grader's homework assignment. 

Steve Kodis Culturally insensitive too. 

Ian Powell And just bad design. 

Jeff Oeth YES!  

It’s a powerful, elegant and iconic design that represents the best of what Milwaukee is 

and can be. 

Rocky Chronister Apparently, the best Milwaukee is and can be is a cartoonish sunrise 

🌅; half optical illusion. 😂 

David Kiefer Look at it those symbols are Chinese or Japanese in nature. No new flag. 

Don’t like it here move. 

Scott Gondek It's a fucking circle. It's not iconic. 

Jeff Oeth The fear of change is strong in this city. And apparently the trolls here don’t 

get out of their parents’ basements very often. Historically, flags throughout the world 

have been intentionally simple for a number of reasons. 

If you don’t know anything about a subject, maybe keep your mouth shut next 

time. 

Rocky Chronister 🌅 forgot one 😂 

Rocky Chronister Scott Gondek Well, a ⭕️ would be iconic. However, it’s interesting 

that people hoping to establish this flag keep using the word “iconic”. Usually an icon is 

well established. This must be the flag of Milwookies that don’t read good. #MPS 😂 

Jeremy Mattson you seem to be confusing 'iconic' for 'generic'. 

David J Kane Jeff Oeth calm down Jeffy, it's a flag! 

Deja Blue What does this say about Milwaukee? Besides seeing the sun and maybe a 

lake! Stupid design! 

Scott Gondek I like telling other places that Milwaukee is so boring, that we could only 

come up with a circle for an idea for a flag. Want to know how to improve this flag by 

1,000%? Have a shadow of the Hoan going over it.  
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Despite what you may think, I'm fine changing the flag as long as something actually 

iconic, like the Hoan, The Domes, etc is actually on it. We're more than just a city by the 

lake. Take some pride in your city. A fucking circle doesn't do it justice. 

Erik Roadrash Smith Scott Gondek nailed it. 

Mike Fischer Rocky Chronister if you're so disdainful of Milwaukeeans, maybe your 

opinion of how to represent them isn't the best one to reference. 

Rocky Chronister Mike Fischer I’m not at all disdained with Milwaukeeans. I am one! 

I’m quite happy to have transplanted here. It’s very apparent that some in city 

government cannot see the city past downtown. I moved here in part for its small town 

charm. 

The actual flag seems just fine to me. I like it. Is it a national icon like Chicago’s 

flag? No. Chicago has branded everything with their flag. I actually thought for some 

time that the Calatrava has the icon of the city. It’s even on official city documents. The 

flag is no where to be found beyond a few smaller city buildings. 

In the context of having lived in bigger cities, the Mayor seems quite odd. He fits 

right into the local political landscape. I love the city. The local politicians and political 

activists are comically bad at their roles. 

Mackenzie Curry David Kiefer circles are Asian symbols now? 

Ian Powell Deja Blue u don’t even live in mke so u don’t get a vote 

David Denomie I understand our current flag looks "busy." But this looks too much like clip art 

to me. Could be a thousand different cities. 

Christopher Rucinski Technically speaking, the US Flag can be said to look like clip-

art, too. It's just a box with stars and stripes. Almost the definition of clip-art. Look at 

most Country Flags and they look like clip-art or they have simple designs. 

Steve Schrab I think what your trying to say is that it looks like a flag versus a Denny’s 

placemat. 

Chris Scott The sun rising over Lake Michigan symbolizes a new day. The light blue 

bars in its reflection represent the city’s three rivers (Milwaukee, Menomonee, 

Kinnickinnic) and three founding towns (Juneau Town, Kilbourn Town, Walker's Point). 

Gold represents our brewing history and white symbolizes unity. 

Greg Cardarelle Chris Scott thank you Chris...if people would actually take the time to 

understand and learn things and not just react in 2 seconds, we would all be be better 

off 

Chris Scott Greg Cardarelle truer words my friend! 

Scott Mittelsteadt The current flag isn’t too busy, you know what it’s showing. If you 

ask 1000 people what this flag is for they will have 1000 different answers, not one will 

say milwaukee. Maybe it should be brown and flown at MMSD. 

Scott Mittelsteadt Chris Scott interesting but who will ever get that unless they talk to 

you?? 
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June Wessa Depends on how it's interpreted, I think. Maybe I see a sun, maybe that's the 

lake. . .I think perhaps something with a bit more definition might be in order. And, just for the 

record, I think the mayor of Milwaukee probably has the ability to address serious questions 

(such as poverty and racism, etc.) while also addressing something not nearly as vital as 

whether or not we need a new flag. 

David Kiefer No new flags. 

K Michael Eastburn He has the ability but not the integrity 

June Wessa K Michael Eastburn I would disagree. However, I think it is extremely 

difficult for ANY politician to retain his or her integrity in today's world. 

Chris Scott I can't think of anything more important right now on his agenda than 

growing the unity in a town that has seen so much inner conflict. I LOVE that it is called 

The People's Flag, and I LOVE that so many are flying it with just such an intent of unity 

and love for our cities people. 

Jim Wuerl I think something with a street car flanked by construction barrels would be 

more timely! 

Scott Mittelsteadt Chris Scott would you donate the rights to the city ?? 

Jerod Freitag even though it's a sunrise, psychologically, it could be interpreted as a 

sunset, for those feeling despondent. I'm sure this comment will be mocked, but this 

could be a hopeless flag for many 

Nick Iannone Yes, but focus on helping fix joblessness and homelessness on the North Side 

before you waste our time on insignificant flag politics 

Martin Moore #truestory you can focus on more than one thing at a time.  

#truestory you can focus on more than two things at a time.  

#truestory you can focus on more than three things at a time. 

Heidi Parkes I still love the ‘M-Star’ design by DeChazier Pykel. It’s unique, reminds me of the 

Native American history of Milwaukee, our title as the Cream City, and is a hopeful image.  

It was a really close vote with this and the sunrise flag, and I think they should both have a 

chance to be voted on in an upcoming public election.  

I think changing the Milwaukee flag is an important issue, and that we need a new flag, 

as a rallying symbol for other positive changes in the city. 

https://instagram.com/p/BFzaOk7yUYe/ 

Eddie Sturkey I was a big fan of this flag as well. 

Gregory James This one was my favorite as well. 

Paul Szwalkiewicz Sorry but I don't like it. Milwaukee is so much more than a city by a lake. 

While the current flag may be outdated at least it represents where we came from. I wish we 

had been able to see more of the over 1,000 entries for the new flag. 😖 

Audrey Lewis lol @ comments like "this shouldn't be the flag because not everyone likes 

it/feels represented by it". you try to please every citizen with a flag design and you get the 

mural episode of parks and rec. design by committee doesn't work. 

https://instagram.com/p/BFzaOk7yUYe/
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Cheryl Butterfield No, looks like it should be the logo for a sleepy sports team or a package 

delivery service. It would be easy to paint on the broadside of a truck. 

Ian Powell U wrong 

Samantha Carne The new flag is elegant while still conveying MKE's identity. The current flag 

is much too busy. 

Kevin Seymour Really? MKE's identity? So we are a generic diet soda? 

David Kiefer Poor baby!! 

Michael T Black Design is not just about patchworking as many symbols onto the 

canvass. It's about how it's used (i.e. can you identify the flag from 50 yards away), 

whether it is instantly recognizable, how well it symbolizes the identity of what it 

represents in a in a meaningful way. Additionally, the flag is a symbol and should be 

used alongside text, not including text in the symbol. I have serious doubts about how 

much thought these folks defending the old flag have put into their arguments. Can your 

6 year old draw the American flag? Yes, because it's designed well. Can they identify it 

from across a football field? Of course, because the design is striking and simple. The 

reason so few citizens and even fewer children recognize their own flag is exclusively 

because of poor design. In Chicago, for instance, the flag is like a city brand. They put 

the design on clothes, backpacks, storefronts, decals, bumper stickers, everything. It's a 

source of pride that they can take with them anywhere they go. People in Japan might 

even recognize the white and blue stars because tourists will bring their city with them. 

We don't have anything like that for our city and frankly, we deserve it. 

Carole Montgomery Michael T Black nailed it with his comments. I love the simplicity 

and the symbolism of 3 rivers and 3 founding town areas and the sunrise over the lake. 

Very few in Milwaukee could describe the current flag or name the various items 

depicted on it. 

Kelly Platner Elegant? Lmao 

Daniel N Schultz Jr It looks like the Corona label. Try again. 

Jim Spice This was my losing entry: https://scontent-ort2-1.xx.fbcdn.net/.../36129575... 

Jim Spice A navigable harbor exporting amber waves of beer from 4 families flowing 

through 3 rivers. 

Jim Spice In retro, I should have gone 100 on C and Y. https://scontent-ort2-

1.xx.fbcdn.net/.../36137079... 

Robin Lee Reed Good attempt. The star is too much like the North Star but I like the 

reference to Scandinavia and the Swedish colors. I don’t think it’s the Milwaukee of 

today though. 

Carol L. Jensen So much better  

Christophor Rick thank you. It's a nice art project but says very little about the city itself. 

Erik Weber Milwaukee needs to have a brand, a visual identity, amd marketing. A flag is one 

small peice of that. Can I help? 
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A. Ryan Thompson Yes, I have a golf invitational for you to attend. Also... I'm in favor 

of the flag. 

John Guy I love the Flag. I've seen it all over the city from people's porches to our local 

breweries and other small businesses, and even the Milwaukee Brewers. 

Bonnie Norwood It has grown on me over time. But when it first came out I thought it was a 

bit too generic. I could take it or leave it. 

Steve Kodis Let's take it! 

Maureen Hurley i think this is too plain to be official city flag, but the real one is waaaay too 

busy- needs to have some of the stuff erased & give it a cleaner look 

Daul Pettmann The best flags are simple. That’s literally the reason a contest was held 

in the first place. 

Steve Kodis Mayor Tom Barrett, the icing on the cake for me is that this symbol has already 

been used to describe and identify our city.  

Take a look at the Milwaukee city seal found here (and within City Hall): 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/.../Seal_of_Milwaukee%2C... 

Smack dab in the middle is the sun rising over Lake Michigan. 

What an effective way to connect civic pride with city government. 

Cathey Rash How can I get one of the old flags before they are destroyed?? 

Tony Snell Yes! A new day, a new Milwaukee built on a memorable past. 

Jim Wuerl Copying South Milwaukee’s lead are we? Proud Past Promising Future?  

No..... Construction barrels on each side of a street car is way more appropriate. 

Sara Larson Absolutely! Just bought one today for our porch. � 

Jeff Goose Vanderbilt Please, please, please no. I love the current flag and am lucky that my 

wife was able to work on digitizing it while she worked at the City. 

Daul Pettmann Are you blind? 

Jeff Goose Vanderbilt Daul Pettmann Not that I'm aware of. Why do you ask? 

Laura Busch Vanderbilt Daul Pettmann No need to be rude Paul Dettman. Everyone 

is just expressing their opinions here. 

Michael Clausing I like it. I think it should be the official flag of Milwaukee. 

Gregory James Yes! This change is long overdue. Get rid of that basket case old flag. 

Kevin Seymour Make me think of a Pacific island nation. Or a "country" in a video game. 

Wayne Rokicki No. To be brutally honest, it looks like it was made from the scraps that were 

left over from the Corona and Minolta logos. I'd prefer the "414" flag or a flag containing the 

stylized M that was used in the "Milwaukee, a great place on a great lake" campaign. 

Jim Wuerl I totally agree with you Wayne. I like the original Milwaukee flag. So Mr 

Mayor, are we to change the flag every few years now?  

There are way more important issues in Milwaukee that have priority: crime, 

potholes, and the wasteful boondoggle of the street car screwing up traffic royally 

downtown! 
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Rocky Chronister The proposed flag does coordinate with the Choo Choo Soul 

costume pretty well. https://goo.gl/images/2wQpyx 

Chris Scott I honestly didnt know Milwaukee had a flag. 

Chris Scott Get your flags at Outpost Natural Foods Co-op!! 

Jim Wuerl Now political gamesmanship, or war, is being waged by Tommy Choo Choo 

and company already with the alleged shakedown of businesses. The election is in 

2020 and Tommy boy feels threatened.  

Everyone knows the local media is in Tommy’s back pocket. So the mayor and 

company appear to be firing a preemptive strike on Ald Zielinski because he’s running 

on the platform to send the full size Lionel street car packing!! 

Jim Wuerl Chris Scott next to those multicolored skittle flags? 

Jim Wuerl Chris Scott next to the skittle flags huh? 

Jim Wuerl You know, pride flags? 

Steven J Miller I agree on the stylized "M" from great place on a great lake. It plain 

works with simplicity. 

Heidi Brewer - Remondino It is Okay...Doesn't really depict Milwaukee Very Well... 

Scott E. Roman I Love it... I fly it in my Garden... 

Make it officoal... these naysayers are just Afraid of Change... 

Kathie Stempski Mervyn I LOVE A great place on a great lake. I use it a lot with friends 

from different places! 

James Silverstone Thought it was ATT 

Terra Dill-Volk Absolutely! We love what it symbolizes and it’s a small but great change for 

our city! 

Frank Sturzl Yes, graphically it's a beautiful flag. 

Ilya Shvartsman There is nothing about this flag that says Milwaukee: could be Sheboygan or 

Racine or Bahamas. 

Daul Pettmann So could the flag of Japan. What’s your point? 

A. Ryan Thompson Ilya Shvartsman What's the best thing about Switzerland? 

A. Ryan Thompson I don't know, but their flag is a huge plus. 

Ilya Shvartsman No worries, I’ll explain: i don’t know symbolism of Japanese flag, but 

I’m guessing it’s something to do with it being “the land rising sun”. I could be wrong of 

course but the point is that there should more to a flag than just aesthetics. This is a 

very pretty flag no doubt, but it doesn’t say “Milwaukee” at all. Does that make my point 

clearer? 

A. Ryan Thompson Ilya Shvartsman It does tho: https://robertlenz.com/mkeflag/ 

Ilya ShvartsmanIlya Yeah. I saw that. That’s a great narrative, friend! 

Simon Mrachkovskiy Ilya Shvartsman looks like sundown in ukranian 

Tammy Porchia Forget the Flag, we have more pressing issues. 

Genaro An YES YES YES absolutely yes. Young people in particular are very drawn to the  

https://goo.gl/images/2wQpyx
https://robertlenz.com/mkeflag/
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Tanya Havlicek I like how unifying this is. I didnt know we had a flag. While the current has 

many symbols of MKE, they are explicitly divided on the flag. This peoples flag is forward 

looking, symbolic, attractive. 

Evan Jacob Braun I’d say start another contest with chances for this flag and other 

community designs to win. 

Rebecca Silber Maybe not another contest, but a new approach. If the City really does 

want a new flag. 

Valerie Jaan Pogue There was a TED talk about what comprises a "good" flag! I think this 

would qualify! 

Zach Zembrowski There is another option that harkens to our current flag but no one really 

talks about. 

Robert Lenz YES. There have been multiple efforts to change the flag since its adoption. 

Finally, the public has taken ownership of a new flag on their own, even without the City's 

approval. This should be an easy choice at this point. 

Tim Kern I love our old flag, and I’m proud to have played a part in the industrial past it 

represents, but it’s time to look towards the future, the sunrise, and the promise of a new day. 

David Day Right! We can have both. 

Christopher Rucinski YES 

This is a relatively simple law to enact.  

Are there better things to do? Yes, there are *always* better things to do. But that 

doesn't mean you can't do the simple stuff, too. 

Sierra Perry Yessss! Plus, the design is already there! It’s not like we are hiring a 

bunch of people to figure out and complete a new design 

Jerod Freitag I love our current flag. As long as this Corona rip-off is never the Milwaukee 

flag, I am fine with it being a "people's flag". It would be sad and bland as Milwaukee's official 

flag. 

Rocky Chronister Any good composition will look good in a single color, gray scale, and full 

color. This is why art school starts with just pencil. The composition is poor. 

Also, that color scheme is going to appear very odd to the 1 in 10,000 people with tritan 

color blindness. The thinking into this wasn’t very professional or inclusive. 

Sarah Gorczany Absolutely! This is actually not the design I originally voted for, but I’ve come 

to love it. Its vibrant sunrise represents the city’s continued renewal efforts. It has the 

wonderful colors that resemble multiple facets of Milwaukee, including the Brewers and 

Marquette. And it signifies one of the things we are proudest of: the lakefront. It is much 

simpler and more elegant than our previous flag as well. 

Gary Witt This is a perfect use for social media. What’s next the city bird? 

#zzzzzzzzzzzzz 

Keith Stachowiak I vote for the Inland Seagull. 
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Jerod Freitag The informal contest was not handled well, as there wasn't broad enough of an 

announcement. plus, the creator of the flag has been downright rude to any critics, AND, did 

not allow for people's own words to be used in his petition. It's a steamroller, and it's not 

representative of any kind of just, unified vision. 

Daul Pettmann Just because you weren’t paying any attention is no reason to go 

through it again. If you didn’t submit your own idea or vote on those that were, that’s on 

you. 

Jerod Freitag yes, because that dinky little contest should determine the city flag. give 

me a break. 

Josh Lutzow Yes the current flag is awful. A flag should be simple and elegant while 

meaningful. This design is all three of those things. Look at the simple elegance of chicago’s 

flag. It is beautiful, meaningful, and simple. The current milwaukee flag is cluttered, 

oversaturated, and outdated. A flag should be able to stand the test of time. Something as 

literal as the current milwaukee flag will never do that 

Danielle Himpelmann Klein Yes! Make it the official flag, please. 

Ski Sphinx If we have to spend losta loot... then no. I'd rather see that money used for road 

repair, education, anything. Buying all those flags for a city that needs so many other important 

things makes about as much sense as putting a dress on a pig 

Crystal Hampton Hines It's a good flag to represent a company logo. But I just can't see it as 

a state flag. Too simplistic. Without the explanation that goes with the flag, you can't even tell 

what the flag really represents, other than Lake Michigan... which is shared with lots of other 

counties. We need a flag that isn't as abstract and ambiguous. I'd say just update the original 

one to make it less busy. With today's computer technology, figuring that out wouldn't be hard 

to do. 

Hannah Daniels In my opinion, flags are supposed to be simplistic. If you weren't from 

the US, you wouldn't know what the stars and stripes represent on the American flag. 

Crystal Hampton Hines Truth, Hannah, people wouldn't. Eh, I guess I've never been a 

fan of country flags either. Some are crazy similar and I can't tell the difference between 

those. And we aren't the only ones with a star and stripes. Why not be unique? Why do 

the same old…See More 

Steve Kodis That's true, which is why one has to be taught of the symbolism.  

As we were in elementary school; 13 stripes for the 13 original colonies, red for 

valor and bravery, white for purity, etc.… 

Learning about the symbolism is what creates a meaningful connection between 

a flag and a viewer. 

Once you know the symbolism, it's unlikely you'll forget. As with the new 

Milwaukee flag, it too has meaningful symbolism: 

The sun rising over Lake Michigan symbolizes a new day. The light blue bars in 

its reflection represent the city’s three rivers (Milwaukee, Menomonee, Kinnickinnic) and 
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three founding towns (Juneau Town, Kilbourn Town, Walker's Point). Gold represents 

our brewing history and white symbolizes unity. 

🌠 The more you know right!? 

Ryan J. Day Design and local government are always going to be separate areas of expertise. 

And yet, here, we have a significant group of people, young and old, rallying around both. 

So while it'd be great for every Milwaukeean to love the new flag for their t-shirts and 

toaster cozies, it just isn't possible, and maybe not even the point of this effort. In a time when 

people can't seem to agree on an idea without their version of zero-sum perfection, maybe the 

point should be to applaud those who’ll put in the work for our city — especially when it’s to 

adopt a unifying mark that helps others follow suit. 

I like the new flag, but even if I didn’t, I’d rather support those who try to gain 

momentum for good, not hold out for a blend of subjective perfection that doesn’t exist.  

Besides, you’re never going to identify with a design until it’s around for more than a 

minute. I’m sure the flag of ’54 had just as many critics. 

Rebecca Silber Would the city even get licensing for this design if they did adopt it? To 

me it looks like a few dudes have gotten together and formed a brand around this 

design—selling everything from leggings to beer labels. And surely they are profiting big 

time f…See More 

Rebecca Silber Would the city even get licensing for this design if they did adopt it? To 

me it looks like a few dudes have gotten together and formed a brand around this 

design—selling everything from leggings to beer labels. And surely they are profiting big 

time f…See More 

Steve Kodis Rebecca Silber https://milwaukeeflag.com/download/ 

The People’s Flag of Milwaukee is licensed under Creative Commons Zero. This 

means you may copy, modify, distribute and use the design for free, including 

commercial purposes. 

Ryan J. Day Rebecca Silber, oh sure, I'm just saying they each have their own set of 

principles that make them effective, at least in theory. 

Aaron Davis Yes!! A simple and vibrant city flag is such an important piece of a city’s culture. 

There’s a reason why it’s being seen everywhere, because people identify with it and with a 

powerful symbol that is being organically adopted, Milwaukee can join other cities that have 

seen their flag become a beautiful piece of calling their city home! 

Jason Haas I respectfully submit that I do not support changing our official flag at this time. If a 

new flag is indeed, I think it should encompass more of the city's history, its people, and its 

future. 

Christopher Marx The process for selecting it was a bit closed off and astroturfed. The flag 

has weak symbolism and lacks in originality, given it's resemblance to designs like the Adidas 

logo and the Obama campaign symbol. I would rather have a different design replace the 

current flag than the "people's flag." 
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Rebecca Silber While this may seem petty to some, this is an extremely important read in the 

context of this flag design. The Wisconsin Chapter of the AIGA openly rallied behind the 

Milwaukee flag design contest, ignoring the National AIGA’s firm stance against crowd 

sourcing. Crowd sourcing cheapens the work that we graphic designers do and opens it to 

criticism such as that displayed on this post. Whether or not this flag concept is strong (and I 

do feel that it is), this flippant handling of an important symbol of our city is harmful to the 

industry and it doesn’t represent input of the greater community. 

https://eyeondesign.aiga.org/against-crowdsourcing.../amp/ AIGA | the professional 

association for design Tom Barrett Nik Kovac 

Rebecca Silber Another important read (and an explanation about why as a graphic 

designer I want to speak out): https://www.aiga.org/whats-the-harm-in-crowdsourcing 

Jim Ward Power to the people! 

Steve Kodis AIGA Wisconsin was part of this initiative Rebecca Silber… 

Rebecca Silber Steve Kodis I'm well aware of that, and they should NOT have been. 

The AIGA does not promote spec work, and AIGA Wisconsin did. As I mentioned 

elsewhere, AIGA New York, AIGA Chicago, AIGA Minneapolis, etc. would have NEVER 

been part of such an initiative. 

Rebecca Silber Can you imagine NAPFA or the CFA Institute sponsoring a contest to 

redo the City's budget? Or promoting any sort of finance contest? And what if your 

financial advisor participated in such a contest? It would be difficult to not think less of 

their professional standards at that point. 

Rebecca Silber And that is why this was not a fair process. Because there are local 

graphic designers who do not feel comfortable entering design contests because of 

industry standards and personal/professional convictions agains spec work. Those 

talented designers did not participate. 

Rebecca Silber https://portland.aiga.org/design-contests-are-unethical/ 

Rebecca Silber http://apexcreative.net/why-design-contests-are-bad-for.../ 

Rebecca Silber AIGA also states (on the AIGA WI website) that "AIGA encourages 

thoughtful, responsible discourse. Please add comments judiciously, and refrain from 

maligning any individual, institution or body of work." 80% of the negative comments 

about this flag on this City sponsored post are maligning its design. This hurts the 

industry and such a setup should also not be advocated by the Wisconsin Chapter of 

the AIGA, or by Mayor Barrett. 

Manage 

AIGA Wisconsin Rebecca, we appreciate and respect your views on this matter, but 

please understand that per the above referenced link from AIGA Portland: "Students 

and professionals may draw different lines on what constitute unacceptable practices." 

 

https://www.aiga.org/whats-the-harm-in-crowdsourcing
https://portland.aiga.org/design-contests-are-unethical/
http://apexcreative.net/why-design-contests-are-bad-for.../
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We fully support the People's Flag initiative, which was not a "contest" and did not result 

in prize money or monetary compensation. It did not seek nor take advantage of the 

designers that were engaged in this process. Rather, this was an educational initiative 

aimed at furthering the AIGA mission of "bringing design to the world”.  

Our goal was to engage the community and educate them about the power of 

design, and to further empower local designers to take control over the branding (or lack 

thereof) of the great city of Milwaukee.  

If you have any further concerns or would like to discuss any of the above topics 

in greater detail, please inbox us so that we may connect you with our chapter 

president, Drew Lettner directly. 

Rebecca Silber AIGA Wisconsin thank you for your thoughtful reply! I won't hesitate to 

contact the chapter president should I feel the need to discuss anything in greater detail. 

Rebecca Silber And, for the record, it was called a contest and also a competition: 

http://archive.jsonline.com/.../five-finalists-unveiled... 

Mike K Tatrai Rebecca Silber get a life... 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Thank you Rebecca Silber 

Jenni LH No. While I appreciate it (& the 414 flag) and enjoy seeing it around town (& know 

many of the well-intentioned folks involved in the process around creating and selecting it); I 

would like there to be a more inclusive process for selecting a new city flag. 

Jack Dallimore Overall, I have seen overwhelming support for this flag. It is a symbol to rally 

behind as Milwaukee moves into a new era. Our city is attracting more and more young people 

and young energy, and this in turn drives growth. Whatever your opinion on the design of the 

flag, it has proven to be a symbol that the city has embraced (the Milwaukee Brewers hats with 

the logo, Milwaukee Brewing Company's MKE IPA, etc).  

I carry this flag with me when I travel and people ask about it. I love that I can proudly 

talk about the city it represents and how much it means to me. We are a city with a lot of 

potential and I think this flag helps symbolize that. Not because of the abstract shapes in its 

design (although I am a big fan), but because people are wholeheartedly embracing it as a 

new image to represent Milwaukee. Not to mention that a sunrise is the ultimate symbol of 

potential, because with each new day dawns the potential to do something great. 

Adam Knachel They only talk to you because they want to know who would be dumb 

enough to use a Corona box for a flag 

Joe Baker 100% yes! It’s an updated, streamlined design that symbolizes the history and the 

future of Milwaukee. 

Scott Mittelsteadt The history?? How?? 

Joe Baker Scott Mittelsteadt The gold/yellow is a a stated symbol of Milwaukee’s 

brewing history. 

Scott Mittelsteadt Joe Baker ohhhhh, I should have known 

http://archive.jsonline.com/.../five-finalists-unveiled
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Lacey Muszynski No. That flag can be the symbol of anyplace that happens to be on a body 

of water. There is nothing distinctive or distinguishing about it. 

Katherine Forsyth Katter Did you read what the colors and shapes symbolize? That’s 

Milwaukee! 

Lacey Muszynski Yes, I've been following this whole saga from the beginning. They 

can barely be considered symbols. I mean, "3" is such a stupid symbol that it represents 

two different things on this one flag. Could it be any more generic? The sun rising 

means a new day! White means unity! This is all generic junk we put on flags we 

designed in a grade school project. It can all appear on any flag anywhere, regardless 

of whatever meaning the designer attempted to attach to it. 

I appreciate that MKEans are proud and rallying around a new flag, but I think 

that would have happened no matter what flag had won the contest, or been put forth as 

a new alternative. 

Renee Marek This is so simplistic compared to the beautiful, meaningful flags we have had. 

It's so open to interpretation that it says nothing. 

Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain Butz Absolutely yes! The movement behind the “unofficial” 

flag has a great sense of community and pride. The meaning behind the flag as mentioned on 

the website captures Milwaukee’s essence very well. 

Katie Furbush Yes! A flag should be something easily identifiable and something a city can 

rally under. I love that Milwaukee has already started to embrace it. 

Matthew Gnas I'm torn. My personal opinion is that this design a, isn't unique enough (could 

be a flag for any city near water and the sun, or an ad for Corona, or a beach towel graphic, 

or...) b, doesn't really represent anything unique about MKE's character (we're a whole more 

than our geography and founders) and c, has weak symbolism ("the sunrise represents a new 

day!" ...so profound). 

On the other hand, while there are other like me who dislike the design, there are even 

more people who've already embraced it. 

So maybe, for a city who thinks the "Bronze Fonz" is the pinnacle of public art, this isn't 

the flag we need, but the flag we deserve. 

Timm Heck It is a very good flag. I am a Tosan, but I would say it is a good flag for Milwaukee 

that is symbolic of a path forward and the bounty of the lake and land here. 

Bill Zalenski While an interesting exercise, I didn't agree with the process for an official flag. 

Their process had a distinct objective that may not be the needed objective for the city as a 

whole. The project had actually moved into a back-channeled branding project for the city. I 

have no problem with people flying an unofficial flag to represent the spirit o four city, but the 

process used is not appropriate. 

Rebecca Silber This is well stated. 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri What race, age, and income of Milwaukee resident gets to see 

the sun rise on the Lake? Our Lake is dominated by a certain type of development, and from 
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Bayside/Fox Point, to Oak Creek - who in Milwaukee County, and what status are these 

citizens that identify with mornings spent watching this scene depicted here? Are we 

maximizing the messaging that our ENTIRE city: filled with universities, breweries, parks, and 

the true economic engine of the state - is modeled in this flag? My vote is NO, please consider 

a City-wide, very slow process to investigate alternatives. Professionals from around the globe 

could spend years making a much better symbol of unity, and a more holistic rallying flag. 

Rebecca Silber Thank you for this very thoughtful comment. I have felt in reading 

through these comments the last few days that no one can relate to how I feel, but I feel 

like you do. If the city wants a new flag (which should have been the FIRST question 

asked before this all went down), then professionals should be brought in. And it should 

be a slow process. 

Gregory James I suspect you weren’t paying attention. The People’s Flag was years in 

the making. It wasn’t imposed on anyone from above. And I do have to ask those of you 

who oppose the change... Do you fly the old city flag? If not, why not? 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Daul Pettmann thank you for the swearing and mocking of 

the homeless - perhaps the symbol of our City should be taken more seriously than 

Facebook cussing and the demeaning of those less economically privileged... the 

submission, comment, and vote was not done as a public effort to replace the flag, it 

was a tiny non-profit / charity that wished to educate the public on the power of design 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Gregory James I was paying attention to the small non-

profit that made this effort, which wasn't in earnest to replace the flag 

not loving the old flag does not mean I then have to embrace this fetching but not 

to my taste "what if" flag...…See More 

Rebecca Silber Brennan Dineen Balestrieri I could not agree more with you. 

A related story—I spent a month putting together a proposal for a City of 

Milwaukee issued RFP for marketing and branding work in April that was supposed to 

be selected in May. They still haven’t announced that they chose anyone. It took me at 

least 40 hours to navigate and fill out the paperwork for that. And it is now July.  

I agree with you that if the City would like graphic design services, then they 

need to use the proper avenues. It’s a disservice to the design industry if a designer 

does design work for the City that they didn’t ask for, and then just presents it to them. If 

the City has a design need they either need to use their graphic designer (they have 

one, last I heard), or use the RFP process—and actually follow through with the RFP. 

Unfortunately I am a bit put off by the fact that I spent so much time on effort on 

something to meet their deadline, yet I haven’t heard anything from them. However, I 

am still very interested in doing design work for them, and would like to help them figure 

out their needs and help them follow through.  

If the City is having difficulties figuring out how to navigate the hiring a freelance 

designer, then maybe AIGA Wisconsin should meet with City officials about putting 
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together a directory of interested graphic designers whose portfolios they can review 

and who they can call on should the need arise. I know for a fact that the City wants to 

pull from minority and women owned businesses in the City of Milwaukee. This could be 

a good opportunity for them to do that. But the City needs to drive that train. 

Gregory JamesGregory Brennan Dineen Balestrieri You suggested that this flag was 

some sort of unrepresentative effort to jam the flag down the throats of the people of 

Milwaukee. That's just ignoring how it actually came to be. True... City government 

didn't post an RFP but this was a VERY public effort and designs were invited from 

anyone who wanted to offer one. And it has been adopted by countless CITIZENS who 

fly it as a way to reflect pride in their community. It is a a design that was by intent 

placed in the PUBLIC domain, not to be "owned" by anyone.  

Your objection seems to be that it will appear on a beer can or a beach towel. 

Yep. It will. That's a good thing. And there is no way to prevent such a thing from 

happening. That's the nature of PUBLIC art. Anyone can use it. Even a beer company. 

It wasn't my first choice, but I've grown to like it and I fly it at my home, like 

countless others. Anyone who wishes to can design their version and champion it to the 

PUBLIC.  

I think you are letting your IMAGINED version of a perfect process be the enemy 

of an ACTUAL open and public process by which this flag has come to be what it is.... 

the defacto city flag. It has already been chosen by citizens who cared enough to push 

for a replacement and those, like me, who appreciate their effort. If the City adopts it 

we'll just be seeing the ratification by our public officials of a fact that has already taken 

place. It already is the people's flag. There isn't any serious alternative that is going to 

happen. It is just a question of whether government buildings fly the same flag so many 

citizens have chosen or continues to fly one of the most embarrassing city flags in 

existence. 

Gregory James I wanted to also point out that while your concern for the fact that there 

are people who have problems with lack of leisure time is well intentioned but bogus. 

There are far too many such people. But having the City put out an RFP is not going to 

help the homeless. You need actual programs targeted at the problem for that. And I 

think you expose a bit of disingenuousness by simultaneously advocating for this to be 

turned over to "professionals from around the globe". Few of them are homeless. 

You said: "the submission, comment, and vote was not done as a public effort to 

replace the flag". This is flatly wrong. The process involved a dozen workshops around 

the city. It involved far more members of the public than would have happened if the 

City put out an RFP. Hundreds of designs were submitted by members of the public. 

The selection process was highly democratic, and thousands of Milwaukee citizens 

ranked the finalists in order to select the winner. 

I am mystified why you would be attacking such an open and public process. 
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You can look at the entries yourself, online, any time you want to and learn about 

the actual selection process. 

https://milwaukeeflag.com/history/#overview 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri ? At least this comment had less CAPS. For that, I am 

thankful. Perhaps, as two white dudes with money and power who live next to the lake, 

our Facebook back and forth is the exact problem with the process. 

That flag could fly in Sheboygan, Sturgeon Bay, or any water-side community. If 

the fact MKE has industry and Hmong, Latinx, black families etc doesn't mean anything 

to your vote for a flag - great. My old white male privileged, next to the lake ass 

disagrees strongly. The flag should underline our diverse strength, and not be quick fix 

pitched as a public education push by a tiny, great but unknown non-profit established 

to help increase diversity in the creative industries. 

Gregory JamesGregory Brennan Dineen Balestrieri You seem more concerned with 

virtue signaling than with the city flag, to be honest. You and I agree, for the most part, 

about social issues facing the community. But trying to make the flag selection a matter 

of social justice and race politics is a little silly.  

There is irony when folk on the left, concerned about community, complain about 

open processes designed to build community. 

Daul Pettmann It’s a flag, not a PSA for every social justice issue of the day. 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri My beef is the flag content as well, not just the non-

process. There is genuinely nothing connecting it with MKE versus any water-side 

community in this world. 

The small non-profit never stated this was an official attempt to replace the flag in 

their unfunded, fun and remarkable but narrow unpaid contest. The votes weren't for an 

official flag replacement. 

That vote is what I deem important, the official vote for the official process. 

 

And I would think virtue signaling would be a key component in vexillology, signification 

and symbolism etc... 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Daul Pettmann to the majority of Milwaukee citizens that 

live in the constraints of injustice - they aren't "social justice issues of the day" 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri I am not attacking the public process Gregory James 

because there hasn't been one yet. If your perception of a non-govt entity doing a very, 

very small and limited non-profit educational project is "public" then we're at an impasse 

of defining terms. 

Daul Pettmann The flag has nothing to do with any of it. This is a big stupid red herring. 

You’re trying to blame a flag for not doing enough to fix the ills of society or not explicitly 

acknowledging every single group that exists. Since when has that ever been the point 

of having a flag? 

https://milwaukeeflag.com/history/#overview
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Gregory James Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Perhaps we are. Because "public" to me 

means "of or concerning the people as a whole", not "government RFP". 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri I suggest we have a public process, nothing more and 

nothing less. A large PR buy, like the street car marketing expenditure. A long, 

deliberate process targeting all Milwaukee to inform, educate, and engage every part of 

the city. Pay experts in the field to come to our City. Use it as a national and 

international pitch for the City. Why are we arguing against getting the best and 

brightest to get input from all neighborhoods in the city. 

How much was spent on advertising for this "what if" design educational project? 

What modes of media? What metrics? 

I don't think the 414 or this flag is great enough to rep my great city. 

I apologize if that offends, it isn't meant to, but it is silly to argue the fun, smart, 

low-key campaign to imagine "what if" was an actual process to replace the flag. 

Brennan Dineen BalestrieriBrennan Daul Pettmann This "what if" flag could rep any 

town next to any water - with zero reference to the universities, industry, and diversity 

that make MKE strong and noteworthy. 

Gregory James Brennan Dineen Balestrieri We had a public process. We still do. You 

can, legitimately, say that you don't like the design. Fine, that's a subjective judgement I 

won't argue with. But you can't claim that the process wasn't public. And you shouldn't, 

IMO, exploit the flag for virtue signaling. It cheapens attempts solve real social 

problems. 

Daul PettmannBrennan Dineen Balestrieri so what? You may as we be complaining 

about, I don’t know, a majority of the flags in existence. 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri "we had" - who? The unknown charity without a marketing 

budget that pitched this as a project for youth and amatuers to experience the design 

process, and not to officially replace the flag? 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Public means public funding with official govt 

intentionality. Was chosing Miller Park as the name a public process? Any Corp could 

bid... 

It was a tiny project that got great press. Congrats to them, I've been to 100 of 

their meetings and trumpet their efforts. 

This is a giant, proud city - and deserves a govt, deep, focused effort by 

professionals. 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri Stop attacking me for stating facts. Caps and repeating 

yourself doesn't make it true, yes the public was engaged in an amatuer, fun process to 

educate non-professionals on what the design industry does - as a stated goal. 

Brennan Dineen Balestrieri And saying I'm exploitive ignores all the people of color 

who I am trying to witness and amplify on this thread. And it is wildly insulting, in a 
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group of insults you're throwing my way for addressing the Mayor. Sorry I also use 

Facebook, and also have opinions. 

Gregory James Disagreements are not insults. At least not here, Brennan. 

Lee Becker No. It's FAR too generic and says nothing unique about the city. How may other 

cities and towns are also on the shores of Lake Michigan. Show me a stylized version of the 

skyline, or anything that says Milwaukee. Weak, weak, weak. 

Charles Davis YES..YES...YES It's about time for Milwaukee to update it's image. I'm 

originally from Chicago and if we are going to revitalize Milwaukee a face lift is essential. As 

founder of Serio Design FX a local-global brand let me tell a client I am in Milwaukee. Their 

response-Where is that? 

Jerod Freitag There are children in Milwaukee who are unaware that Milwaukee sits beside a 

giant lake. This flag is a whitewashing of how awful Milwaukee is to its poor. The sun rises on 

water for those the city hasn't wronged completely. 

Audrey Lewis this is the only good argument I have seen against the new design. but 

the idea that it just looks too generic or like clip art is silly because the most well-

recognized flags are made of simple shapes (i.e. the American flag) 

Anita Burgermeister In case people don't know what the design symbolism stands for - here 

it is: The sun rising over Lake Michigan symbolizes a new day. The light blue bars in its 

reflection represent the city’s three rivers (Milwaukee, Menomonee, Kinnickinnic) and three 

founding towns (Juneau Town, Kilbourn Town, Walker's Point). Gold represents our brewing 

history and white symbolizes unity. 

Megan Walker Croal I see this all the time and I had to look up what the old one even looks 

like, I honestly don’t think I’ve ever seen it before. 

Anita Burgermeister I submitted my own design. But I really like the symbolism this flag 

represents, the colors and the simple bold graphic. BTW - the old flag needs to go! 

Robin Lee Reed It needs a little refinement on the water. It looks too much like the Obama 

logo. Columbus OH just adopted a new flag and they held a competition. A Design Professor 

from OSU was the winner. It’s stunning and very graphic. (I’m a graphic designer �) Building 

identities that are simple requires a lot of work! I think we need a sailboat in there perhaps with 

a fish?  

https://www.columbusunderground.com/columbus-flag-ms1 

Here’s the out dated Milwaukee Flag. http://wuwm.com/.../local-graphic-designer-

milwaukee... 

Rebecca Silber Thank you for posting this article. I’m also a graphic designer, and 

while I do like the flag design, we graphic designers need to speak out against the 

crowd sourcing process. If the city wants a new flag, they should be looking at portfolios 

of designers willing to work WITH them (pro bono, even). It sounds like Nini, the OSU 

Professor, is handling this no differently than Konis which is unfortunate for the industry 

and the public’s perception of the industry. 

http://wuwm.com/.../local-graphic-designer-milwaukee
http://wuwm.com/.../local-graphic-designer-milwaukee
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Steven MacArthur I have to agree with those that find this too generic; it really could be 

anywhere with a large body of water to their east. I like the suggestion of the old stylized 

"M"/wave from the Great Place on a Great Lake days, or I would suggest an artistic print of a 

Harp Lamp! After all, every city has a sunrise, but how many cities in the world have their own 

unique design of streetlight? 

Linda Gonzales Without a concomitant explanation, no one even knows what these so-called 

"symbols" mean...it could be any lake anywhere in the world...the sun comes up over each and 

every one of them... 

This "flag" says nothing that one would immediately grasp as "Milwaukee"...you need a 

written or spoken description of its "meaning" to know what it is. 

This would be a sad representation of the City of Milwaukee. 

Anastasia Kraft The new flag is beautiful and not comparable to the old one which was rated 

as one of the worst flags on earth. I fully support the new flag of Milwaukee! 

Arie James Let's focus our attention on fixing actual problems. But I shouldn't be surprised 

this is what we are focused on... Building a street car that caters to those with the resources, 

as opposed to those who actually need it. 

Hope BaleywahHope I agree with another person, the contest should involve public schools 

and other organizations, so everyone has a chance to participate. 

Rebecca Silber No. It’s a good looking design and the concept is strong, but the way the 

“contest” was handled was flawed. Crowd sourcing is absolutely the wrong way to achieve a 

design of any sort. The city should not be advocating this. If the city wants a new flagdesigned, 

hire (or easily find an accredited designer who will work pro bono under fair terms and 

conditions) a designer and work together with that person to achieve a common goal. The 

National AIGA standards should have been followed (AIGA takes a stance against crowd 

sourcing), and they were not followed. AIGA | the professional association for design Tom 

Barrett 

Joe Bree Yes. Its simplicity is part of its beauty and the colors are recognizable as Milwaukee. 

It has already been unofficially adopted with wide acceptance via a contest and selection 

process. 

Jill Lazzaro Gueller Yes, yes, yes! As a lifelong Milwaukeean, I think this flag “gets” us! It 

reminds me of the old/good Brewers logo: it’s simple, unpretentious, has meaning behind it - 

and makes me think of Milwaukee summers, which are the best summers! 

I don’t ever remember seeing Milwaukee flags while out and about, but these guys are 

everywhere! This design is standout, recognizable, and has been such a great source of civic 

pride and unity! 

“The sun rising over Lake Michigan symbolizes a new day. The light blue bars in its 

reflection represent the city’s three rivers (Milwaukee, Menomonee, Kinnickinnic) and three 

founding towns (Juneau Town, Kilbourn Town, Walker's Point). Gold represents our brewing 

history and white symbolizes unity.” 
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Brett TimmermanYes, change is a part of life, we should all be collectively moving forward. If 

you if you're not growing and changing, you're dying. MKE is growing! The USA flag has 

changed as the USA has changed. Onward! 

Michael Zummo Make the old flag a mural somewhere like the summer fest grounds and 

adopt this as a real city flag design! 

Becky Tesch Yes. the old flag is terrible. it's hard to incorporate a bunch of things into a flag. 

Flag's need to be simple large bold shapes. I know it's hard for people to connect with 

sometimes, but look all around the world at flags and you will see they['re all pretty basic. This 

one does have symbolism worked in if you look at the submission. 

Mike McCauley For comparison purposes, here is the current, official flag of 

Milwaukee. I like the newer, proposed flag better. 

Garrett Wiens-Kind Yes, the process was sound, the flag is good.  

"Professional designers and facilitators engaged hundreds of students in workshops 

across the city. Months of social media communications invited amateurs and professionals 

alike to enter their flag designs. The result was over 1,000 stunning entries! 

Five expert judges gathered on April 23, 2016 and narrowed down the entries to 45 

semifinalists and five finalists. Following the announcement of the five finalists at City Hall on 

May 14, 2016, Milwaukeeans rated each on a 0–10 scale to determine the highest rated entry." 

Rebecca Silber The process was not sound, or fair. There are local graphic designers 

who do not feel comfortable entering design contests because of industry standards and 

personal/professional convictions agains spec work. Those talented designers did not 

participat…See More 

Garrett Wiens-Kind I am a graphic designer too. I went to MIAD. I respect people who 

don't work for free. I respect people who work for free. Professional designers worked 

on this, the process produced a great set of potential flags. The design ultimately 

chosen by that process is a flag I like a lot. I'm sorry the process upset you and the flag 

that was picked is one that you cannot live with. 

Rebecca Silber Why did you feel the need to tell me where you went to school? I did 

not go to MIAD, which maybe gives me a fresh perspective? I don't really know. I do 

know that the National AIGA is against spec work, I will follow my words with an excerpt 

from an interview with a past AIGA president (they hold the same stance today). I hope 

that I am not preaching, but I do feel that the design community in Milwaukee does not 

share the values upheld by the National AIGA, so I am trying, and trying again to 

educate fellow designers and the public and the City of Milwaukee. I never said 

anything bad about the flag design, I would never criticize anyone's design in a public 

forum--public criticism of a design is another reason why this contest is not good for the 

industry. It's the contest and the AIGA Wisconsin involvement that does not sit well with 

me, not the design of the flag: <We are against spec work. The reason for the line, 

"while recognizing that the decision is up to individual designers", was included was to 
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try and acknowledge how cultural and technological dynamics have changed. We are 

finding that we are more effective communicating with younger designers when we do 

not preach. Instead, we are seeking to educate the next generation of designers by 

clearly outlining the inappropriateness of a spec work. Sadly, the largest group of 

designers participating in spec work is their peers! Telling them to “just say no”, isn’t 

going to work. We need to outline WHY and HOW it is detrimental to their practice.> 

Manage 

Rebecca Silber And spec work is very different from pro bono work. 

Kimberly Dinan YES! Though it might not be the flag that everyone wants, but it is certainly 

better than the flag we have now, and it is already made and adopted by many as the unofficial 

flag. Making it official would create a better symbol for Milwaukee to rally behind, without 

having to go through the difficulty of creating a new flag. It already exists and has mindshare, 

all it needs is to be official! 

Elaine F Lovett Too busy! Milwaukee is too busy?? Boring new flag  

Looking at that new flag , does is yell....Milwaukee?! 

No,no it doesn’t! 

Tracy Gage I have seen these flags around and thought they were boat flags. There is nothing 

identifying it as Milwaukee. At the very least it should have an M on it. 

Tara Leight Yes!!! It is truly the people's flag and the symbol that two of my favorite sports 

teams incorporated into their brand! 

James Muchow No, it’s boring. Milwaukee should be proud of its heritage and its campy flag. 

We don’t need to imitate Chicago and Reno to “create an new image” for Milwaukee. We 

should stay quirky and true to our roots, I can’t identify with anything about the proposed new 

flag. 

Kelly Iolana I hate to say it but when I look at this design, I see a strong separation; not to 

mention a similarity to the division symbol. And, of the utmost unfortunate thing about MKE, 

being highly segregated, this design kinda represents that. I get we have a lake, but a high 

percentage of Milwaukeeans don't see sunrises/sunsets over the lake. Like most, agreed, the 

current flag is WAY outdated. Sending harmonious vibes to all for the creation of MKE's 21st 

century flag. 

Karen Magestro No. This could represent any city on a lake. How does it show our diverse 

culture, our arts, our one-of-a kind art museum or the harbor bridge. 

Jeff Moreau No, it doesn’t represent much besides a city where the sun shines by water. It 

could represent anywhere. Too generic in my mine. I think we need to incorporate things more 

unique to Milwaukee. 

Alexandra Ramsey Good flags should be able to be drawn by children from memory, and this 

one passes the test. Although it wasn't my favorite from the competition, I'm all in for the 

popular choice. What a huge improvement. 
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Alex Voss The current Milwaukee flag is often cited by vexillologists as the most horrible flag 

ever.  

This new flag is much better but I still like the idea of a contest to make it official. 

Dayelynn Harmon Ahhhhh art and it's many lovers or haters! I think the flag is simplistic & 

beautiful although, to identify it as Milwaukee, how about adding a subtle outline of our very 

distinctive and beautiful Calatrava art museum? 

Wesley Beusse I think it's an excellent design since it's quickly recognizable. Official adoption 

should be just a formality - ideally folks willingly adopt it and display it as some already have. 

Kristi Nora It's a step in the right direction. I think it proves our flag is out of date. I say have 

an official competition & have this as one of the entries. 

Paul Szwalkiewicz They already had a contest. The top 5 picked by I'm not sure who, 

were voted for on an online poll of 6000 responders. 

Kristi Nora Paul: Correct, it was just for fun... the city was not involved. If they were, it 

probably would've had more submissions & votes. 

Rebecca Silber The city needs to be involved from the beginning. This backhanded 

design approach is in effect steamrolling what should be a client/designer process all 

along. Respect the graphic design industry and profession. Would a constituent decide 

to create a city budget on his own and then back into getting the city to approve it? Why 

are art professions treated any differently? A successful design is always the result of 

strong client/designer communication. Government work should not be an exception. If 

anything, it should lead by example. 

Tom Barrett AIGA | the professional association for design Nik Kovac 

Kristi Nora Rebecca Silber, Well stated. I read there's a meeting a city hall coming up 

to vote on THIS design or the standing one. 

Kristi Nora Did you know Milwaukee is voting to change the city's flag? Let your 

alderman know if you would like to keep the traditional flag of Milwaukee! (or adopt the 

new one) 

Meeting will be happening: June 28 @ 1:30pm 

Milwaukee City Hall, Room 301-B 

200 E. Wells St., Milwaukee, WI 

Kristi Nora No source cited but this came from a friend at a design firm.... 

Rebecca Silber Kristi, I see a Steering and Rules Committee meeting that day/time. 

The agenda isn’t posted yet? I’ll try to figure out who to reach out to to verify. 

Rebecca Silber The meeting was canceled yesterday. Ald. Zielinski (Bayview) was 

kicked off the committee for taking bribes in his campaign for mayor. I don’t think that’s 

why the meeting was canceled, but it adds a new twist to all of this. 

Kristi Nora Rebecca, thanks for that update! #KindaABigDeal 

Bill Zalenski I agree with the city needing to be involved in the process. The flag project 

has evolved into a city rebranding project and more work should be involved 
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Brenda Kay It looks like somebody sketched the symbol on their Nautica T-shirt and entered 

into the contest on the fly and you jokers actually picked this because you thought it was artsy 

😂 

Jax Berndt Absolutely yes! This flag has opened up such an amazing dialogue in our city. It's 

personally been what has introduced me to many people in restaurants, at festivals, and even 

just walking through our city streets – just by the sheer bond we immediatel…See More 

Bill Timken It's an interesting design but the symbolism of the elements as described is pretty 

obscure. For instance I'm not going to look at the gold background and say ahhh yes, our 

brewing history. 

Mary Struck This flag does not seem to represent Milwaukee. It appears to promote a tropical 

area. We have so many iconic shapes that are truly representative of Milwaukee. This tropical 

sun/water shape does not exhibit our industrial strength, our diverse ethic population, our art 

community, or our professional sports facilities. 

Maureen Wenzel I love the new flag. Its modern, It tells a story about our city with the three 

rivers that empty in Lake Michigan. The sun rising in the east, the founding towns, and the 

color that made Milwaukee Famis 

Benjamin M. Hirschman This is a much better flag then the current one and represents 

important parts of Milwaukee as a city... the lake, brewing history, three rivers, and it’s simple 

and attractive. Reno NV already copied it they liked it so much.. 

Carolyn Ball When I see the flag I feel pride in our city! I can’t wait to fly it and show my love 

of Milwaukee with everyone who walks by. Make it official! 

Andrew Martins I have seen this flag flying everywhere. I have only seen the current version 

maybe once or twice. I think the people have spoken, and we need to let this beauty fly! 

John D. Roach No! It is too minimalist, almost cartoonish, logo like, without character and 

strength....where is meaning, symbolism and pride? A city flag should be meaningful. 

Audrey Lewis yes! clever design how it uses very basic shapes like most national flags but 

makes a scene out of it, and still feels very milwaukee. the current flag is just a hot mess. 

Chris Krumrai An updated Milwaukee county flag is in order to bring together the greater 

Milwaukee area. Also this flag looks like a morning show logo 

Patrick Slamdunk Nope. Original flag is a beautiful disaster, and should be saved. We get it, 

we all saw the Ted Talk where he bashed our flag. It may be a disaster, but it’s our disaster! If 

is changed to anything I want a combination of the “K” statue from downtown and the big 

yellow slide from state fair. We should add to our current flag! Lean in to it a little, own it! 

 James Ibach You live in Texas. 

Tina Staszewski My girls and I were just talking about this today! We live this flag and yes it 

needs to officially be our city’s flag! 

Scott Mittelsteadt I like the one milwaukee has now, displays its heritage even though that’s 

not PC anymore. This one looks like a failed summer fest logo. How does it say “Milwaukee”? 
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Iran Mejia Yes! It's iconic, symbolic, and you said it yourself, we've been seeing it more and 

more so there's some pride building up behind it. The old one is too busy and just that, old. 

Grace Moone Marlow Absolutely! Our current flag is held up as the primary example of bad 

flag design, and this flag is iconic, effective, and balances excellent design with symbolism and 

elegance. 

Liam Butler-Green Your honor, I do believe a 1996 Green Bay Packers Starter Jacket would 

make a fine flag for our humble city. 

Joe Rosa I agreed with that comment it's ugly and boring like ever thing Milwaukee is butting 

up. Like there no taste in Milwaukee art. I do think we can do better. 

Elise Marie Campagna I see so many posts here about the shore of Lake Michigan... and 

how vague (some) think the design is. Has anyone noticed the three rivers on the flag, or...? 

Bonnie Halvorsen I thought it already was the official flag. When I see this I think “my 

hometown.” I never felt that way about the other flag 

Kathleen Ann Why don’t you ask the public about a real issue instead of something 

superficial? Wait. YOU’D have to have substance. 

Kathleen Ann Ross Bukouricz How’s the crime in your neighborhood? Roads? 

Schools? Taxes? Going to hold or gain value long term? Yeah. Makes ME go �, but it’s 

you’re choice. 

Kathleen Ann How’s your car insurance? Planning to take trolley rides much? Better 

never need a firefighter... there’s fewer firehouses and emergency responders.  

Logan McDermott I admire the historical content within the Milwaukee Flag. The people’s flag 

is as plain as white rice. 

F Marvin Hannah Hello Mayor Barrett...I hope all is well? It’s a great START. An advocate of 

“less is best”...this design looks incomplete. 

Ray Jivoff I agree! It needs City Hall, Rockwell Clocktower, the Art Museum and the 

Hoan Bridge! 

F Marvin Hannah Ray Jivoff SOMETHING!! 

Darl Paladin This sunrise thing is kind of bland. How about a rendering of the Calatrava - the 

way the Sydney Opera House says "Sydney", the Calatrava says "Milwaukee". 

Marsha Vila I like it very much. I do think I would add a well placed signature- like word( 

Milwaukee) around the right hand edge of the sun...or a well placed black line sailboat or other 

symbol of Milwaukee on the design. 

Marion MC Carey U are right the more I drive in the city the more I see that flag.when I see it I 

think of Milwaukee .I even seen one in Tosa must be some who likes Milwaukee.Someone 

who lives on n 55st. 

Danielle Kowalski 55th is Milwaukee. 

Reuben Glaser No, she said 55st 

Adam Knachel Reuben Glaser  

55th st could be Milwaukee 
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Without a cross st no way to tell… So maybe you should learn something before 

commenting again 

Michael William Knop I love the people's flag. Make it happen! The current flag is the 

laughing stock of the vexilogical community. 

Michael Kuharske Lifelong resident...I’ve never flown the Milwaukee flag, this “new” flag flies 

in front both my house and business! 

Joe Hausch Yes.  

I think "the process" having the community involved, having professionals creating the criteria 

and judging the early entries is what makes it great. And the people's vote made it the Peeps 

choice. 

Do I love it? No, I'm a designer, and I didn't create it. ;^) 

Should everybody love it? It should be in place and we should be more proud of US (MKE) and 

it's time to embrace the city it represents.  

Milwaukee is humble to a fault. At least this represents some forward thought and thinking. 

Hoist the flag, and keep it up MKE! 

Harrison Vey Absolutely. It's a flag I'd be proud to display in Milwaukee or abroad. The current 

one is an eyesore, and far too busy. I recall a TED talk in which Milwaukee's flag was pointed 

out to be one of the worst designs in the country, and that's something we can change with this 

flag 

Candy Hoyt Like it but it needs something saying Milwaukee! But the current flag needs 

updating & it should b the people's choice! 

Joseph O'Halloran Is it an improvement on the current flag? Absolutely. Is it good enough to 

consider replacing the current flag? Eh. 

Michael Kuharske Not accepting the new flag seems akin to if people had objected to the 

calatrava for ruining our historic skyline. 

Michael Kuharske Instead the Calatrava started this rebirth of civic pride that has 

spilled into this desire for stronger symbol of our pride. 

Mary Angela Dineen Meh- my neighbor flies one, I don’t think they’re from here, not really a 

thing, plus we live in Shorewood� 

Tanya Sheriff No, are you kidding, we need to work on real issues 

Ryan Breaker Yes, because changing an official flag is something that substantially 

diverts attention from other things and definitely isn't something can be passed easily by 

the council in less than a day. 

John Grochowski Yeah we certainly can’t do more than one thing at a time... 

Jessica EatonOh my god... multitasking. I just can't. 

Bo Sheriff I agree my cousin. 

Ren Stoecklin I have no idea what the mke actual flag looks like. But I know this flag. If you 

want to see what should go in to making a flag... watch the ted talk why city flags may be the 
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worst designed things you’ve never noticed and you’ll see why this flag is a beautiful 

representation of the city of Milwaukee 

Allen Schoessow No, it looks stupid and really doesn't do the great City of Milwaukee justice 

like the old flag does. 

Maureen Wenzel Sorry about the miss spelling, on the previous message. It should read The 

color that made Milwaukee famous, Beer. 

Lisa Martensen Yes! Please make it Milwaukee's official flag. It's past time to replace that 

hodgepodge of an old flag. 

Paul Pfiggy I don’t know it’s growing on me. Put an outline of the hone bridge across it and I 

think it would work. 

Sue Leister I thought this was a contest years ago. I really like this flag!!! We’re a great city on 

a Great Lake. 

Tim Richter It is worthwhile considering a new flag. However, this design does little to 

represent our City. I do not support making it our official flag. 

Abe Rickson Yes. It's a far better design than the cluttered existing city flag and it has already 

been adopted by many residents. 

Jerry Schaffer No. Not a good flag. It could be any city absolutely nothing in it says 

Milwaukee. 

Andrew Thomas Nelson Sumwalt A THOUSAND TIMES YES!!! Such a good flag that 

people are actually using!!! When was the last time you saw the old glad up in a restaurant or 

bar or anywhere. NEVER. THE NEW FLAG IS GREAT AND IS THE SYMBOL FOR OUR 

GREAT CITY! 

Joette Rockow Do it! It's a beautiful symbol of Milwaukee. 

Brian Paasch Please, make this happen already 

Erik Eisenmann Absolutely, yes! Milwaukee is experiencing a renaissance right now, and 

deserves a symbol we can all rally around and be proud of. Please support this effort, 

@mayorbarrett! 

Ginger Mamba Jamba YES! 100% support this. 

Chris Scott me too, me too! 

Stian Fikseaunet This is a really beautiful flag and would have become one of the most 

beautiful City flags in the entire world if made official. Greetings from a Norwegian. 

Austin Jacob Kieler Yes! 

Logan McDermott People’s flag isn’t that bad but i think the current one has much 

more intricacy 

Daul Pettmann Logan McDermott a thing flags aren’t supposed to have! If the average 

child couldn’t draw it from memory, it’s too busy. 

Logan McDermott I get what your saying but I don’t see why kids have to be able to 

draw it? I think if you want to pull the youth into it, having a flag with a rich history to pick 

apart and study is more valuable to have 
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Logan McDermott Daul Pettmann I don’t haven’t anything against the people’s flag I 

just really like how much historical content is in the milwaukee flag. 

Daul Pettmann Flags should be simple, seals can get the intricacy 

Jacob Perse-Anderson Yes 

David Ciepluch Do not like it. Boring. 

Connie Schmidt No! I think it looks stupid. I like our original flag. 

Daul Pettmann No one likes the original flag. It’s hideous. 

Scott Carlsøn Most people outside of Bay View love the current flag. 

Shaun Schroeder The new one looks better 

Brian Paasch Should see the TED talk about flags, it is actually quite embarrassing 

Ricky James Gronwall Scott More like most people outside of Milwaukee love the 

current flag. 

Connie Schmidt Daul Pettmann that's only your opinion. 

Connie Schmidt Scott Carlsøn I do live in Bay View. 😄 

Daul Pettmann Yes 

Shelly Long Corona sold here. 

KJ Lawler No. 

Hannah Daniels Definitely yes! 

Reinhard Rittmeyer Blech. 

Mark Sedarski NO!!!! It's UGLY! 

David Mountainbrook Love it 

Shauna Winkelman Yes!! 

Marcos Figueroa Absolutely! 

Shaina Desotelle yes! 

Kristaleen Hernandez Watch the TedTalk on flag design by Roman Mars on YouTube. They 

literally call out Milwaukee's flag as one of the worst designed flags in the US around the 11 

min mark. Maybe we should consider an update? 

Scott Polebitski Yes Tom it is, make it happen. Love this flag as a symbol for Milwaukee. 

Richard Sanders YEP 

Jjaannsseenn Lisa No! 

Erin McCarthy Yes! 

David Day Snap! Official recognition! 

Erik Kulke Yes! 

Adam Borkhus No 

Cully Barnaby I don't think so, but if a change is needed, I prefer the 414 flag. 

Michael Aronow I like the 414 flag, too, but that area code covers more than the city. 

So maybe not the best city flag. 

Cully Barnaby Good point. 
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Wayne Rokicki The same argument could be made against the proposed flag. The sun 

and the lake cover an even wider geographic area than the 414 area code does. 

Cully Barnaby Good counter point. I personally like the font used on the 414 flag 

because I believe it is Milwaukee specific. I may be wrong but I think I read that 

somewhere. 

Eloise Wilson NO, this city flag doesn't reflect who the people of Milwaukee are, how about 

adding a landmark that is well known to all the people of Milwaukee. 

Skinner Vance Yes, people will instantly know its MKE just like other large city flags. 

K Michael Eastburn you've done enough damage to the city. 

Leave the rest of it alone please . 

Thank you 

Dan Steiner I like it better than the old one, and just got one this morning. 

Catherine Strietmann Roman Mars of 99% Invisible has an incredible TED talk on flag 

design, in which he mentions the ineffective design of the Milwaukee flag. Like the Chicago 

flag and many more, the People's Flag of Milwaukee is distinguishable and well designed. It 

has c aught on throughout the city and is a great symbol for Milwaukee pride. Watch this to 

gain a better perspective on what flag design means for a city, and how much a flag like this 

can impact a city's culture and unity 

https://www.ted.com/.../roman_mars_why_city_flags_may_be... 

Jacqueline Anne Excellent point, Catherine! Milwaukee needs a flag that it’s people 

will be proud to fly. As with Chicago, a flag can also become an integral, and iconic, part 

of gaining unity throughout a city. Milwaukee’s (along with many other cities) evident 

wealth disparity causes clear economic segregation between neighborhoods. 

Something as “simple” as a flag is a perfect example of finding commonality despite 

differences in circumstance and background. I believe this, the People’s Flag of 

Milwaukee, is a design worthy enough to help bridge that gap. It is a step in the 

direction of progress. 

Jacob Edward Much better. More iconic, less busy/jumbled. 

Byron Raphael Yes! It’s so much better than the old flag. 

Mike Fischer I hate to turn my back on history, but that old flag is a disaster! So many fiddly 

details. It's got 8 other flags on it! Plus a "red indian". Rather racist. I like the new one. It's 

simple and pleasing. Lends itself to use beyond the flagpole. Perhaps the old flag could be 

made the "city flag emeritus"? 

Sara Van Winkle No. It looks too much like the logo for Comfort Inn 

Melissa Merline Gleason Didn’t think about that, still really like the design. 

Ryan Breaker No real reason not to in my opinion, to be honest. 

Katie Parlow Yes! Such a better design and truly is a symbol connecting all of Milwaukee! 

Amanda Rose Here's the original post where the designer shares his meaning: 

 

https://www.ted.com/.../roman_mars_why_city_flags_may_be
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"The light blue bars in the sun's reflection represent the city’s three rivers and founding towns, 

the gold symbolizes our brewing history and the white represents the city united."  

The white represents the city united? This, in one of the most segregated cities in the county. 

😐 

That isn't my city. Not my flag. 

 https://www.tmj4.com/.../peoples-flag-of-milwaukee... 

Chris Scott The sun rising over Lake Michigan symbolizes a new day. The light blue bars in 

its reflection represent the city’s three rivers (Milwaukee, Menomonee, Kinnickinnic) and three 

founding towns (Juneau Town, Kilbourn Town, Walker's Point). Gold represents our brewing 

history and white symbolizes unity. 

Kyle Manderscheid Why is the Reno flag being flown in Milwaukee? Do we have that many 

NV transplants? 

Paul Bestul Is Donetsk, Ukraine a sister city of Milwaukee? I've been seeing its flag 

everywhere lately. 

Paul Bestul https://onmilwaukee.com/.../640px-Flag_of_Donetsk_Oblast.jpg 

Paul Bestul Or is it that Summerfest has a deal with Corona in Mexico? 

https://arubatrading.com/.../uploads/2016/04/FB-info-Ad.jpg 

Paul Bestul I'm just saying, it may be tough defending this simple logo from copyright 

claims. 

Erin Lenz Please make the new flag official. This grassroots movement continues to change 

the narrative of Milwaukee for the better. Local businesses, makers, sports teams and ordinary 

citizens alike have adopted this symbol of pride and unity. It’s gained national attention and 

positive press for our city. Let’s move forward together to make a simple, symbolic change for 

our city. 💛💙 

Dan Schley I like it and I consider it our flag. I am proud to fly it. 

Rick Rodriguez No. This flag has nothing to do with Milwaukee. We have a flag. 

Kyle J Kopenski A really, really bad flag. 

Rick Rodriguez Kyle J Kopenski but it's ours. Most people pushing for a new flag dont 

even know what the current flag is. Let's change our President first. Than we can worry 

about something as trivial as a city flag. 

Martin Matson No, we can do better than this. 

Jim Matson It’s horrible 

Joshua Zelasko Yes! It's such a strong design that creates a new symbol for the city. 

Wayne King Looks like it was designed by a 2nd grader, but they don't have 2nd graders at 

MIAD. No! 

Wayne King Banner for the Lakefront Festival of the Arts. Yes!!! 

Wayne King Official Emblem of the Trolley? 

Christine Sinicki I’m not a fan of the design but if I recall this is the flag the people chose so , 

yes 

https://www.tmj4.com/.../peoples-flag-of-milwaukee
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Scott Carlsøn Actually, it was a small group that voted on it, not the entire city. 

Adam Dudenhoefer I wanted a new one and then somehow this one won. Now I’m indifferent. 

Kevin Seymour Well I see Tommy has successfully flashed a shiny object to distract the weak 

minded. Now he can get back to trying to neuter the Fire and Police Commission and burying 

the lead pipe fiasco. 

Ryan Yatso I love the new flag. It needs to be official. It will bring the city together 

Julie Bock No - unless we want to be know as the Corona City. 

Gregory Hilgendorf Is the water wet, yes this should be the official flag 

Jeff Kelli Emanuelson I vote for a trolley with graffiti on it struck in the snow 

Andrew James Shelp NO. Are we “Corona City”?? “Coronaville”? Is Jimmy Buffet our mayor? 

NO. Contract an artist to come up with a new/different flag just DO NOT use this corporate 

logo ripoff of a flag design. So tasteless... 

Rebecca Silber Contracting with an artist is key, thank you!!! But, first the city should 

probably decide if it even wants a new flag in the first place. This has pretty much been 

pushed on us all. 

Christopher Robin Can we design a new Mayor? Asking for a friend. 

Terri Kroll It is minimal. My kindergartners students could do better. 

F Marvin Hannah You agree with my comment too!? It’s missing something...😩 

Terri Kroll F Marvin Hannah yep 

Erika Gudmundsson Absolutely not! It looks like a dollar store beach towel! 

Steve Wycklendt I like it but not a big deal. People are gonna fly it with or without an official 

change 

Ricki Hammernik Absolutely not. There is no reason to change our flag. 

Ricki Hammernik I don’t like the new flag, it looks like something for a corona beer 

advertisement 

Conal McNamara YES! I've had it hanging in my bedroom for over a year! 

Bryan Atinsky It is a bit weird for being a flag of Milwaukee. Instead of showing Milwaukee, it 

shows what you see when you are looking away from Milwaukee. How does this, in any way, 

reflect who we are as a city? 

Holly Hetzel Steffes I thought it was official, and I do like it also. 

Joanne Williams No. This flag says nothing. Keep the current one and use this as an 

alternate if necessary. 

Charlie Kowalski No thanks. Personally I think it looks too similar to the AT&T logo. 

Tim Dodge I love the new flag and fly it at my house whenever I can 

Kathleen Ann Kennedy Klassen I prefer the old flag, it’s dysfunctional and confusing just like 

our city. 

Matthew Wegner Please do because the flag right now is hot garbage. 

Susan Jost Yes, I support this. Milwaukee's image needs improvement and this would help. 
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Damien Sommer Yes. People like this flag and it helps to show pride in our city. No one flies 

the old flag. 

Scott Carlsøn Actually I see a lot of businesses and residences fly the current flag. I 

only see the Reno flag in Bay View. 

Travis Mayer Absolutely. The current flag is out of touch. 

Ricky James Gronwall Yes. Don’t think it’s a good question to ask on here since most of your 

followers are trolls who have nothing positive to say. 

Carly Mae Derezinski Dissent =/= trolling. Not everyone has to be supportive and 

positive for their views to have worth. 

David Schmitz Carly Mae Derezinski, yes but when the ONLY comments one ever 

makes are negative, that is trolling. I see it all over the place from left and right. It's fine 

to voice disagreement, but when that is all one does and never has anything positive to 

say, that is trolling or just being an ass. 

John Grochowski Dissent is one thing. Off topic, ad hominem attacks are another, and 

are definitely trolling. 

Theodore Salgado Ricky, I am a constituent, not a troll. Libs like to call anyone who 

disagrees a troll. SAD 

Nickolas Doxtater I'd just like our elected officials to focus on fixing the city and not on 

stupid stuff like a new flag. "Our streets are in need of repair and we don't have enough 

buses? Let's build an 8 block trolly." No, when there is actually something genuine to be 

positive about, people will be. 

Ricky James Gronwall Nickolas Doxtater streetcar built using federal funds that only 

could be used for it. Keep up. 

Ricky James Gronwall Theodore anyone who calls you trolls out is a Lib? Is that like 

any actual facts are fake news? 

Jim Wick Ricky James Gronwall  

Federal funds=Taxpayer money 

That money could be used for more productive things.…See More 

Ricky James Gronwall Jim Wick well that’s what the federal government decided to 

give funds to a city to build and they would’ve done so for another city in another state if 

it didn’t happen here. But Nickolas “won’t use a real pic on his profile because he’s a 

troll” Doxtater is referring to things that are fixed with state/city taxes. You so obviously 

missed it. Keeping up with you would involve slowing way, way, way down because 

you’re so far behind. 

Gail Germanson It's a very unappealing flag! Looks like the 

CORONA logo! 

Dan Lee Would Milwaukee come instantly to people's minds around the country and world if 

they see this flag? 

Katharina Himsel No 
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Susan Harle It would if a Harley-Davidson was added. 

Ryan Noble Yes, don’t let the negative self defeatists that abound in this city win. 

Sallie Wild No. This flag looks like a shirt you buy at old navy. 

Nita Burcham The I-beam sculpture all over again. 

Stephie Jay Seriously? Focus on crime and pressing issues. 

Karter Wilkening It is such a clean, simple design. I love it! 

Katherine Forsyth Katter I’m all for the new flag design! (It reminds me a bit of the flag of 

Greenland 🇬�! 

Nichali Xhelili Ciaccio No. Please no. Just, no. I agree with another commentator that it's a 

nice project. But we have a flag and it's great as it is. Let's please move on. 

James Reeves The two lines on the sun represent parallel trolley tracks leading the city forth 

into the new century. 

James Reeves Course, I didn’t say which century. 

Gary Tuma Do it but take note that In 2078, they’ll be like “oh, that flag is so like 2018”. 

Steve Radtke Yes. Make this happen. You have the opportunity to unite the city behind 

something good. 

Duane Crouse Mr mayor after growing up in Mike thur h s then entering the marines 

getting.married and moving to.the suburbs for work and what we thought a better environment 

for the kids..long story short we visited Mike. This.week end the old.southside neighborhood 

Mitchell park the domes the down town.area the lake front and of course the 3rd ward.wr ate 

in.the third ward .walked around the lakefront ares and.never felt unsafe and honestly 

impressed at how clean the city was I just want to that you for your leadership in these 

campaigns keep up.the good work for your citizens. 

Steve Luckas No. And I'm tired of feeling like its being forced down our collective throat. 

Gordon Nieskes I think you alot more things in this city to worry about besides a flag. 

Marty Horning No, it’s boring and static. 

Shad Budda Hmm...a light half and a dark half, and the dark half has bars...not too 

subliminal. 

Todd Elsbernd Um, you just turned a Comfort Inn sign upside down... 

Heather Kirch I love it. Please, get rid of the old flag. 

Casey Dunn 100% YES! Time to recognize that people have rallied behind this symbol of civic 

pride! 

Jennifer Bottesi I agree with John Gonzales. Pretty please... nope 👎 

Doug Cheverie It looks great and I admire it's symbolism. 

Kerry Rink How about a flag that's construction cone orange that reads: 

"Milee-wau-kay, land of unfilled potholes and f'd up alignments" Milwaukee doesn't need a flag, 

it needs HELP. 

Scott Schwartz Well since th sun is going down on wisconsin under walker it might be 

appropriate 
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Dmitry Krivochenitser This flag is gorgeous - finally making us proud to fly Milwaukee colors 

and advertise our city! 

Selvyn Brown Jr. Until they have a permanent CITY slogan, I think it's moot! It's time to get 

out of Chi-town's shadow!! 

A GREAT PLACE on a GREAT LAKE! 

After some time… A Greater place on a Greater Lake! 

More time has passed...... 

THE GREATEST PLACE on THE GREATEST LAKE!! 

A slogan for a hundred years! 

Put black profile of new city skyline including the Calatrava on the banner! It'll work! Stop doing 

stuff half-ass! 

Julie Lotus Where’s the chalk outline?👌� 

Raymond Bigelow It appears this New Flag issue is a hot topic - I for one would settle for a 

new Mayor!!! 

Dean Vesperman I like the flag, but no. 

Andrew Nevoraski Why not? The old flag is horrible... and rated as I think Wikipedia 

said 1 of the 4 worst in the country... or something like that. I think this flag is a vast 

improvement over what the previous flag had to offer. I'd still like to see something 

brewers stadium related symbolized in the flag though. Not really sure what design I 

would choose to do that... but lake Michigan is a lake we border... but that's more of a 

Michigan state thing (as it's named after them not us)… I'd like to see something more 

focused on the brewers stadium arena and unity and the 3 rivers... or something of that 

sort instead. 

Barbara Cooley It's a nice flag for Lake Michigan. Says almost nothing about Milwaukee. 

Elaine F Lovett Salli,it should have something that represents snow,ice and potholes too! in 

my opinion! 

Judy A Knudsen I never believe in changing anything that's doing just fine as it was. 

Bill Lison How does it covey Milwaukee’s identity? It’s a circle and some blocks of color. What 

am I missing? 

Michael Kuharske It already does convey milwaukee because people are flying in, 

wearing it, even tattooing it on themselves! How does two blue bars and 4 red stars 

represent Chicago?...just because it does! 

Michael Kuharske Plus there is a bunch of symbolism that is literal: three rivers, three 

founding fathers/towns, Lake Michigan, water, beer, etc 

Bill Lison Michael Kuharske your second reply is perfect! That is all I was asking. 

Thank you. 

Don Krause Its a sunrise, if you're ever up at 5am you would know. 

Kate Kohlbeck But I think it needs the name Milwaukee on it. 

Carl Witkowski No. 
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Cully Barnaby Now I have to go put ours out! 

Rachel Elise Cully Barnaby No, you don’t. 

Carl Witkowski Yes! Fly it high! The true flag! 

Dennis Moore The Mayor got more than 1 person to agree with him so now you have a new 

flag. Luckily the road train will save us all. 

Darragh McNamara Yes. For the people by the people. Let's make it official. 

Claude Scher Brown bag anyone a new flag yes this one no 

Felicia Glendenning-Perkins We love this beautiful contemporary flag!!!! 

Linda Zellmer No. It doesn't say anything about the city. 

Janet Sandner No. It is a half step away from being a Pepsi logo. NO Milwaukee personality. 

Nancy Finnegan D'Amato What a blah flag to advertise our great city! 

Michelle Owczarski No. The city has far more to worry about than this. 

Morgan Bourne How about a circle with an uneven interior too represent lead in the pipes? 

Noah Benjamin Sumner It’s boring and if I have to look up what it represents, it’s not doing its 

job. 

Ellen Osburn Johnson I know there is nothing new under the sun, but Sara Van Winkle, you 

are right. 

Jeanne Dawson I like it as the “unofficial flag”. I’m a history dork. 

Patricia Sadowski A rose by any other flag is still a rose. 

Daniel Eugene LeTendre No i hate it says nothing about Milwaukee. 

Kaleb Haŭgen YES 

This was a publicly selected flag. The people have spoken. 

Curtis Peck I prefer and fly our old flag because of the rich history it displays, not a fan of the 

"new one" 

Todd Krinklecock No, the original speaks volumes. 

Jenny Mendenhall Yes, I think it is a great symbol for the city. 

Stephen Gebbia II Gillian I think they should squeeze in Ray Nitti 

Nicole Jones I'm a little bias, 414 flag for me, but I do appreciate this one as well. Love all 

things MKE. 

Michael Hartley Make a few changes to the old flag to update it and it's better than the new 

one. 

Tom Plutshack I don't really like it. It doesn't say "Milwaukee" to me. 

Jeff Ambelang It's much too simplistic. Do not care for colors, or lack thereof, either. 

Manage 

Lynn Guerrero I think you have more to worry about than the City flag, Mr Mayor. 

Juliana Neeb Kelly I thought Milwaukee already had a flag...There's one hanging in our 

school's auditorium. 

Terri Kroll That is the state flag. 
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Laurie Starr Not sure how it symbolizes Milwaukee. It could be any town on a lake. Too 

generic. 

Tony Thompson Like you took Japan’s flag and changed the colors. 

Patty Berg Yes! I like the flag recognizing our great assets, the rivers and the lake. 

Todd Sum Where's the street cars? 

Anna Kate Kasper-Shapiro Barr Feels like a rough draft and the design could be better. 

Chris Kenth No. The old flag is ugly, but it has character. The new flag looks like a corporate 

logo. 

Martje Wetherall Yes! It is a great symbol of our amazing city! 

Thomas Bohl I believe it says nothing about Milwaukee and is awful! 

Hector Florentino I think is time to make Milwaukee an official sanctuary city instead👍 

Prentiss Johnson Whatever is good for the city 🌃 

Seth Spaude Looks a lot like Roman electrics symbol. Jess Spaude Chad Spaude 

Kent TheColonel Knapp Not a fan... 

Martin Moore We’ve got a hater. 😂😜 

Kent TheColonel Knapp I just don't like the design. I think we can do better.... 

Martin Moore Kent TheColonel Knapp I honestly didn’t even know we had a flag until 

this was made. So I have no affinity towards it one way or another. Lol 

Kent TheColonel Knapp I'll partial to the 414 flag. Many might suggests it omits 

anyone with a 262, but isn't that the point?! 

Chad Poeppey That flag is a joke and does not represent this city. 

Shannon Knapp No thank you. I do not like corona beer. 

Angela Sottile Pryor Then you should have voted for a different one at city hall. I know 

I did. 😊 

Shannon Knapp Also did! 

Amy Hopple Nowhere does it say Milwaukee 

Susanna Platt Yes!! I love this flag! 

Kyle A Mericle Yes it should be the flag 

Stephen Trigg Definitely, much better than the old flag. 

Mike Loberg No, if this connects to Milwaukee in some way, it eludes me completely 

Drew Schmitz I hope Roman Mars goes to hell for this. 

Dominic Gehring Yes, However, I want to improve the quality of the materials these flags are 

being made with! 

Angela Sottile Pryor Make it official! 

Peter Burgelis Yes 

Joe Holla Milwaukee, as well as WI, sucks. Leave for a better life. Sure glad I did!! 

John Collura Yes!!! For the first time I agree with you Mr. Mayor, only add the word 

Milwaukee & the date we became a city😎 
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Sam Collura I totally agree that this flag should be made official. However, when it 

comes to flag design, words are considered a poor choice as they're hard to distinguish 

from a distance. This TED talk actually talks about city flag design and even uses 

Milwaukee as an example (not a good one, unfortunately.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnv5iKB2hl4 

John Collura Sam Collura good point about the lettering Samuel J 

Aye Murray Absolutely not. It's garbage. 

Ti-mara Minefee-Tribble I like it. 

Adam Pryor Yes! Love everything about this initiative! Let’s do it. 

Laura Busch Vanderbilt I like it. 

Cathy Tice Freed YES!! 

Laken Farrington I like it too. 

Max Riesing Yes!!!! 

Wayne Palubecki Looks sort of like the AT&T globe 

Richard Schwalb Yes 

Artrell Jones Yes 

Melissa Merline Gleason Yes! It’s beautiful! 

David Hansen To the point here (the reason for the posting) - I do not like this "flag at all. The 

colors are all wrong/stupid. I would prefer something along the lines of the Canadian flag, 

same basic colors, and in the middle stylized hands clasping the other in support and good 

will. 

Scott Carlsøn How about no. This is a copy of Reno’s city flag. Instead of relying on a TED 

talk, we put actual research into a flag that represents the city. I prefer the current one, but 

perhaps we we update the iconography. I’d rather be known for an ugly flag than a generic 

copy of a flag. Plus the current flag is free. The other option would be the 414 Flag, which 

represents the city better than a Corona beach towel. 

Davey Jones Yoga On the contrary! Reno copied Milwaukee. 

Scott Carlsøn Reno is official, Milwaukee is not. 

Kay Frederick Yes 

Jeanne Gieldon Rasch Yes!!!! 

Dustin Klein This flag is boring af. No character and lame. Clean up current flag and keep it. 

Gregory James Who’s flying the old flag? Nobody. You only see it in a few official situations. If 

people liked it you would see it al over. 

You see the People’s Flag all over for a reason. Time to get rid of the old one, folks. 

Manage 

Katie VanBommel Yes! It makes me happy every time I see it. 

DesignMil 100%! The time has come and honestly, most folks already believe it to be the 

official city flag. We can crack open an ice cold MKE IPA from Milwaukee Brewing Company to 

celebrate! 
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Dave Blank I did not like the design when it was chosen - I still don't like it. 

Peter Donalds Absolutely yes, yes. Great flag 

Bex Taylor Great idea. 

Jerry Yanasak Not our flag. So generic.  

"What is it?" 

Joseph Koeppen Yes 😎 

Cadie Sommer Love the new flag 

Gilberto Gonzalez Jr. No!! 

Dave Salkin Yes 

Michael Horne No. 

Paul Fidlin Yes! Simple and iconic. 

Mario Pipia Current flag is ugly as sin but has been around for a long time and good bad or 

indifferent there is nothing else like it. 

The peoples flag looks an awful lot like Reno’s flag and as much as I hear people say 

that it embodies Milwaukee I just don’t se e it. In my opinion the 414 flag more greatly 

embodies the city. I’ve also heard it described as hipster clip art which I find pretty funny. But, 

the Brewers sell a shirt with it incorporated with the ball and glove logo and it’s a really cool 

shirt... so there’s that. 

That being said, I live in West Allis so you do you Milwaukee. But please please Light 

the Hoan 

Mike Edwards Work on violent crime ......use money making city safe.... 

Kevin Bania Not the flag it deserves, but the flag it needs: 

Steve Schrab I love this flag! 

Susan Scot Fry No. Not a fan of the design. 

Kayla Rae Wilde Yes!!! 

Ryan Carter Yes! 

Luci Reyes Ugly. 

Astrid Peelle Browning No. Uninspiring. 

Jordan Kuczynski Yes! Let’s make it happen! 

Andrew Larsen Yes. The old flag is so ugly and badly designed, it’s literally used as an 

example of how not to design a flag. The new one is much better. 

Stephen Vincent Anderson Let’s do an official contest. Let this stand against others in a city 

sanctioned contest. 

Rebecca Silber Agree on city sanctioning from the beginning. Let it stand amongst 

other professional designers' portfolios that the city reviews. Let there be an election 

where the public narrows down a designer from the ones the city chooses. Then the 

chosen designer works closely with the city, and constituents on a new design. I mean, 

come on. Let's crowd source a new budget for the city--no one with half a brain would 

say that's okay. 44% of the population of Milwaukee is white, yet 97% of the 
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commenters on this post are white. I certainly hope that mayor doesn't base any 

decision on a FB post. 

Tom Ryan YES 

Tom Dixon Like it! 

Tracey Sperko Yes 

Mike Mildew NO. 

Tracey Sperko Yed 

Tim Decker Yes 

Curtis Fortune Yes 

Dick Fleissner No 

Shaia Fahrid Yes! 

Matt Koster No way. Our current flag is great. 

Brian Stefanik Yes! 

Wes Blankenheim Yes. Far less busy than the current one. 

Colin Daly Yes 

Scott Johnson Yes 

Daniel N Schultz Jr Please, no. 

Michael Nischke DO IT! 

Michael Glabere I like the old flag. Tho technically I think no flag is just fine 

Caitlin O'Gara Love it! 😍 Flyin' it in Bay View! 

Nick Pritzl Ab-so-freaking-lutely 

Leo Kleiner Absolutely yes! 

Christopher Hanke Let it fly! 

Keith Krupar Exactly how does this represent Milwaukee? 

Manage 

Jay Bullock oh god no 

Malcolm Gregory Make it official. 

Carl Niemiec Not a fan 

Brian Martinez Yes yes yes yes yes! 

Leonel Brodhead Yea 

Eddie Platz Yes. 

Jon Peltonen Yes 

Jake Newborn No 

Tim Hunter wrong 

Jessica Erin No. 

Kelly Platner Absolutely not #notmyflag 

Martha Carrigan Yes! 

KT Kat Yes! 

Kitt Pellegrini just do it already. city needs a face lift 
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Said Hamideh too minimalist 

Grace Blevins Yes! 

Kelly Briskie Looks like a cruise line flag. So, no 

Jerry Grillo It's annoying! 

Kevin Kuschel Yes 

Alan Johnson ugly 

Peter Zanghi yes. 

Tim McCormick No. 

Shelly Rosenquist Yes! Love it. 

Jared Judge Yes👌 

Ann Knoedler Not a big fan of this design 

Tina Holst I’m not sure if I like it enough to be the official flag. Unless you google it 

there’s no way to identify each color/symbol. I think we need more input from our 

citizens to come up with a better design. It is pleasing to the eye. 

Scott Gondek Absolutely not. 

Julie Ragland I love it. 

Laurel Noack MAKE IT OFFICIAL PLEASE TOM! 

Jim Kearney I like it. 

John Gonzales PLZ NO !!!!!!!!! 

Jennifer Bottesi Please explain and I know you can help with this b/c you are a 

photographer. Why when I see this image I can only think Minolta camera??? 

Jennifer Bottesi https://goo.gl/images/H7177h. 

Jennifer Bottesi Now I understand. 

Jim Gannon What the hell is it? 

Emina Arcan I second that. 

Ron Hockersmith Time for a change 

Chelsea Hunt Yes yes yes! 

Sarah Martis I love it! 

Dan Atkinson Make it official. 

Denise Townsend Yes.😎😍 

Jim Wick It must have 💩 on it. 

Then future generations will always remember exactly what you did for this city. 

Ricky James Gronwall You must be referring to your flag... 

Jim Wick Ricky when you graduate from the elementary school remarks read this and 

know that 14 years ago Tommy boy promised to stop the dumping of raw sewage into 

Lake Michigan. 

He has done approximately nothing to stop it. 

https://www.tmj4.com/.../mmsd-dumps-untreated-sewage.. 

https://www.tmj4.com/.../mmsd-dumps-untreated-sewage
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Ricky James Gronwall I didn’t realize Tommy boy masterminded the rain that 

overwhelmed the sewage system! Or that he’s supposed to be out there personally 

inspecting the pipes! You’d think there were other city workers responsible for that......... 

Ricky James Gronwall Also, Tmj4? Isn’t that considered a liberal mainstream media 

fake news source to you?!?! 

Jim Wick Ricky James Gronwall you’re not the smartest kid in your 4th grade class 

huh? 

Are you seriously saying “other city workers” are more responsible than the 

mayor for what happens in Milwaukee? 

Good grief child stay out of government issues if you have no clue how things 

work. 

Joel Lindenberg Marquette Interchange was torn up several years ago. Tommy could 

have divided storm and sewage pipes. Thereby reducing volume going through sewage 

treatment. Instead you got a trolley. 

Kristopher Thyme No thank you 

Emily Fenech 100% yes! 

Ross Hellenbrand Do it, Barrett! 

Patrick Bader Yes! Time for a change 

Paul Ward Absolutely! 

Dave Reid Yes 

Sami Jarjour https://www.atlasobscura.com/.../we-asked-a-vexillologist... 

Christopher Rozek Why don’t you help the people in the inner city? 

Matt Murphy No. It’s ugly 

Stephanie Jackson No. 

Lisa Boudnik No 

Allison VL No 

Sherrie Szombathelyi yes 

J Peter Haumersen Yes 

Kathryn Heim Simple. Elegant. 

Sonja Nelson-Gurda 

👍 

Zakkarry Michael Yes! 

JR Witt No 

Jen Yatso YESSSSSS 

Jasen Groves As tasteless and horrendous as the current flag is, too many elderly citizens 

still like it. Maybe the next generation will adopt a new flag after the baby boomers and gen 

x’ers are gone.  

In the meantime, the people’s flag should be adopted as a symbol of a unified city, 

county and metropolitan area. 
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Richard Paul Agreed about the flag but the second half of Gen X (younger ones) are 

who started rooting back and investing in the city away from the suburbs where many 

were raised! I feel the same about the boomers but they are also coming back to the 

city finally.  

It's the angst ridden people who can't accept change as positive and should move out 

and west with their close minded opinions. 

Allie Tierney Yes! 

Sonia Hass ITS UGLY!!! 

Miles Willems Yes! 

Jenny Hazard Nope. 

Shanyell McCloud That's ugly 

Nick Berg Nope. 

Nicholas Pagenkopf I like it for our flag. It’s much better than our current flag. Buts 

that’s my two cents. 

Nick Berg Nope. 

Nicholas Pagenkopf Nick Berg fair enough. 

Nick Berg Ha! Look how well/quickly we worked that out - perhaps we ought to go into 

politics. 

Nicholas Pagenkopf Nick Berg I completely agree. The political stage needs us. 

Jimmy Lemke Sure, why not? 

Michael La Monte No. 

Carl Nylund No trolley on it? 

Patricia Wendt Yes, I like it! 

Tanika Reyes-Norwood Absolutely 👏👏 

Jodie Hills YES love this flag 

David Kiefer .Milwaukee is not a Communist City, we will never give in to the Communist Dem 

party here in Milwaukee. If you vote for them you are one as well, this means you rather take 

your freedom away and live in fear. Milwaukee stand up against the communist party the Dem. 

Reuben Glaser Bring it down a notch, you lunatic 

Ricky James Gronwall It was a socialist city for a while and did well then 

David Kiefer No it’s been this size for years. Our mayor is only in it for his Legacy 

trolley car which is actually a small train. We need to raise more taxes no we don’t we’re 

tax Enough. 

David Kiefer We need to get away from the Dem mayors and hire a Rep one. 

Joann Reynolds No doesn’t feel like Milwaukee to me 

Mary Kristbaum Especially this one 

Kevin Krause No. It looks a bit too southwestern. 

Marty Horning No, its boring! 

Kristin Barth Hoeffler Ha! I thought it was? 
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Stephanie Chin No. Looks like 10 other cities. No personality 

Angie Elizabeth Ammerman Thompson Yes, it's very beautiful 

Rebecca Schaffer Yes!! 

Mike Woj Looks Asian 

Ryan Swendrowski Yes. It's time to update. 

Meghan Crunch Yes!!! A million times over. 

Adam Gabornitz Absolutely yes! 

Anne J Koller Yes!!! 

Bonnie Stelzel YES!! 

Patrick Raymond the flag should accurately summarize the city as a whole, and I dont see a 

dumpster on fire anywhere in this image so I'd say it's back to the drawing board. 

Katherine Wilson Yes yes yes please!! 

Sarah Kopacz yes!! 

Jeffrey Paul Owens Yes please! 

Anthony Lauer Yes, I do. 

Mary Kristbaum No never not 

Abi Gilman Yes!!! 

Jennifer Stoner Nickolas No 

Brandon Tushkowski Absolutely yes. 

Michael Newborn No no no no no 

Mark Ustby Yes. 

Bridget Horne Yes 

Terri Kroll No 

F Marvin Hannah Help them Terri...you’d be the perfect person! 

Terri Kroll F Marvin Hannah contest is over. Never heard of it. 

Alex Runner Yes. 

Mary Beyer no 

Pat Kragh-Durfee NO! 

Gordon Steimle Love it! 

Mari Santiago-Velez No 

Jayne Holland Yes 

El Sere she's beautifull !! sun over the lake 

Maria Zoske NO! 

Nikki Lickteig Yes!!!! 

Eddie Sturkey My vote is Yes! 

Denise Doehr Hodkiewicz Yes! 

Charlene Seymour Yes 

Tom Radoszewski yes 

Adam Knachel No way  
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This shouldn't be our city flag 

We don't need to have a Corona box colors flying as our flag. This is a horrible design and flag 

Shan Nelson-Rowe yes 

Dan LeTendre Yes 

Barbara Schmidt Reimer yes 

Joyce Miller Yes 

Pat Michaels No! 

Chris Sonnleitner NO! 

Noah Kelber CHANGING THE FLAG IS THE ONLY THING THAT CAN KEEP ME FROM 

HOPPING IN FRONT OF THE STREETCAR SAVE ME PLEASE 

Kipp Elsbernd Ugh 

Ross Lowinske No 

Jeff Barton That flag design is totally pointless. Milwaukee is a Historic and Proud city. 

Don't replace Excellence. 

Mark Bierman No 

Heather J. Morris Yes! 

Marc Tozzi Sure 

Jim Ward Yes 

Rosario Natoli No 

Jonathan Wallner Nope 

Mariiana Tzotcheva Yes! 

Randall Tyrond Coleman Yes. 

Jon Osowski Lol 

Joshua Talsky Sure 

Jo Rodgers Yes! 

Mitchell Colker No 

Mark D. Linser No. 

John Rippy Yes! 

Felix Martinez no 

Reuben Glaser No, absolutely not. This thing is so pretentious and generic and says nothing 

about Milwaukee as a city. It could just as well be the flag for Seattle or any other number of 

cities. This thing is so stale. Our current flag is certainly tacky and excessive but it’s also got 

character and is clearly identifiable. The only reason this discussion ever started was because 

some schmuck who has no association with Milwaukee gave a TED Talk bashing our flag for 

cheap laughs and we all got embarrassed and self-conscious. Our response should not be to 

rip away part of our identify and replace it with some cheap clip art nonsense but instead to 

double down on the flag we already have, warts and all, because it’s OURS. 

Adam Pryor This would be ours as well. Another chapter in Milwaukee’s story. 

Jay Buchholz I hate it 
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David M Ours #KeepMilwaukeeWeird the flag is messy but unique just like us. 

Adam Pryor Um, sir, that’s Portland’s slogan. At least we should be original don’t you 

think? 

David M Ours Exactly! so why we trying to push a flag that's unoriginal 

Adam Pryor It is original. How’s it not? 

David M Ours http://milwaukeerecord.com/.../milwaukee-vs-reno-flag.../ 

Josiah Lent Yes 

Jim Baran Don't like it, get rid of it. 

Matthew VanOosten Yes, please make it official!!! 

Robb Hoffmann Is the dark blue stuff sludge or mood? 

Cf Marcoux Yes!!! 

Sachin K Chheda Make it the Alt Flag. Don’t get rid of the current flag. 

Nick Toman The current flag is a hot mess. 

Sachin K Chheda Nick Toman then clean it up. It has character. This other one is fine 

but this is all symbolic anyway. We can have two. 

John Dentice I think its racist not enough white! 

Laura Norene Sant'Ana Yes 

Rebecca Dreyer Yes 

Holly Lee Yes! 

Jessica Korpela Yes 

Jake Cohen Yes 

Anne McManis Yes! 

Ann Kraus Sturdevant no, I think orange and yellow with a cone of trash in the center would 

accurately depict the direction the "Shitty of Milwaukee" has taken...work on cleaning it up and 

getting decent roads in a timely manner 

Gary Cunningham As banal as the city itself. 

Scott Mittelsteadt It could be Cleveland’s flag! 😂 

Derrick Skinkis Should the area representing the lake be brown? 

Susan Sweeney Yessssssssss 

Michael Przytarski Does anyone besides me realize it’s “borrowed “ from Racine in the 70’s 

and 80’s? 

Nick Morgan The City of Milwaukee needs a flag that its citizens can take pride in. The current 

flag does not accomplish this. Adopting The People’s Flag of Milwaukee as the official 

municipal flag would generate civic pride on par with great cities like Chicago, Washington DC, 

and New York City. These cities' flags are an integral part of their citizens' civic and cultural 

identities. Great cities have great flags, and great flag represent great cities. It is long past time 

that Milwaukee join these ranks and adopt The People’s Flag of Milwaukee as the official city 

flag. 

Daniel Slapczynski No. It's a joke. It's as Milwaukee as Wrigley Field 

http://milwaukeerecord.com/.../milwaukee-vs-reno-flag.../
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Bill Christofferson Maybe someone should post the monstrosity of the current flag, so people 

can see what ugly looks like 

Marco Briceno Vince Tripi and I think so 

Ray Fischer Looks like the flag of some third world socialist republic....oh, guess it does 

represent Milwaukee. 

Theodore Salgado Let's save our time and use the money for potholes. Yes, there are 

potholes galore in this city's streets (and a trolley). 

Adam Pryor What money? How much do you think this costs? It was all funded without 

city dollars. 

Milwaukee Dave I agree Alan Johnson. UGLY!! 

Louie Lobashuski It doesn't matter what we think( no trolley) because you do want you want 

anyways. Tom B. Worst Mayor this city ever had. 

Jonathan Wallner I think it's time you focus on the real issues. 

Jesse Marshall Ryan Briskie 

Timothy Leverence Since when did politicians ever really start helping those folks? 

Jeff Ambelang John Edbauer 

Jacqueline Anne Catherine Strietmann 

Catherine Strietmann Oh do I have OPINIONS 

Catherine Strietmann Considering starting my first Facebook comment fight 

Catherine Strietmann Haters step aside 

Catherine Strietmann Justine Shanner 

Kathy Mueller Grudzinski Farmer Ted 

Shannon Knapp https://www.instagram.com/p/BkIsZ6Hg_52/... 

Adam Pryor I’m so prideful of our area code! Literally where that on a shirt! 

Shannon Knapp Same! 

Erik Roadrash Smith No. While some people may want a new flag, some of us love the 

tradition of the old one, just like the traditions of this city. This thing does not clearly represent 

Milwaukee. It looks like a Corona beer bottle. You shouldn’t have to google a flag to 

understand what it stands for. 

Korinthia Klein I don't understand almost anything on the current flag and would have to 

google that as well. Just because it's been around a while doesn't make it good. 

Erik Roadrash Smith Korinthia Klein so you don’t understand what city hall is, or a ship, or an 

Indian, or water, or barley? It’s much easier to understand. 

Andrew Leonard No. I think the money it would cost the city to do so certainly could be better 

spent? 

Dylan Baxter https://youtu.be/pnv5iKB2hl4 

Peggy England Chelsea England 

Kevin Schwartz It's not Milwaukee unless you put a stupid trolley going down the middle of 

the flag design. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BkIsZ6Hg_52/
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Duane Michalski Only if you add human waste to it. It's your forte to contaminate our lake and 

river. 

Anthony B. Ferguson Maybe instead of worrying about a flag you should be fixing the 

problems city leaders are trying to avoid and cover up. You don't like hard work quit your job 

better yet I'm waiting for the young people to vote out this old out of touch leaders. Can't wait 

until midterm because I'm not with no party I'm a floater who goes vote for new younger blood 

Barbara Ray-Velazquez I like the flag 

Alexander Allgood This flag is garbage and a transparent attempt at a cash grab selling t 

shirts by an out of work graphic designer. Give it up dude! 

Juan Andres Rios Needs a trolley and hints of raw sewage to make it a symbol of Barrett’s 

failures 

Hazael Huizar Milwaukee needs an official flag but something that represents milwaukee not 

some made up shapes 😂 exp. guns drugs cops dead people 

Shawn Prebil It seems every city has to have a Roman Mars approved flag...it's really stupid. 

Nickolas Doxtater How about you fix the city first? 

Chris Capper Liebenthal Only if you want the city to get sued by Corona for trademark 

infringement. 

Irene Parthum OMG you’re right. 

Adam Pryor Uh? https://goo.gl/images/TPaFdh 

Chris Capper Liebenthal 

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/.../Logo%2BCorona%2Byt.jpg 

Adam Pryor Notice where the register mark is. This isn’t their logo. The word mark is. 

Sharon Moths-Guerten Boring and ugly. Aren't there more important issues that you should 

be concentrating on? 

Fred Bluhm Are you gonna fly one on the trolley, trolley tom? 

Thomas M Ryan III Awful flag no originality doesn’t scream Milwaukee plus it resembles a 

recycled Presidential logo 

Greg Schroy A white Pac man handicapped symbol? 

Louis Mankiewicz Too many flags around already. Who would even fly it? Most don't even fly 

the American flag anymore. 

Susanna Platt I’ve seen this flag all over MKE. 

Ricky James Gronwall Yeah homes and businesses alike across Milwaukee are 

already flying it 

Daul Pettmann Louis lives in Menominee Falls. Shocker. 

Louis Mankiewicz Daul Pettmann you're a genius!!! Omg! Except I haven't updated my 

profile.  

. The fact remains, it's a city flag. I don't support it and never will. I support more 

substantive measures that help people in the city, like The Joseph Project. The Joseph 

Project has helped over a hundred people get jobs and it's growing!!! 
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Daul Pettmann Louis Mankiewicz how do you think adopting a new flag hinders that in 

any way? Do you think the mayor is going to be putting all of the new flags up himself? 

Louis Mankiewicz Daul Pettmann the flag does nothing! It doesn't help or hinder. 

Hello!!!😲. We shouldn't have a city flag. We have a state and country flag, that's 

enough. I'm a simple person that likes to focus time and money on things that help 

people on a substantive level. A flag is only for morale, I guess. That doesn't trip my 

trigger. Seeing people get jobs, plant trees, fix potholes, mow the grass on the 

boulevard in front of my house more than twice a summer would be nice 

Andrew David MILWAUKEE IS WAY OVERDUE FOR THIS FLAG. 

Here's why: the process used to design this flag engaged the community and gave 

everyone a voice to and chance to participate and shape the trajectory of the results. 

But when that was happening, the community was NOT ENGAGED. Just like the last 

several efforts to redesign the flag. Hell, most of the people didn't even know Milwaukee HAD 

A FLAG. 

So now, in the final hour before "making it official"—after seeing a mind-boggling uptick 

in residents flying the flag; after seeing countless people sporting this design on t-shirts, 

apparel, partnerships w/ local business, and a general feeling of reigniting our city's 

engagement in civic pride—all of the critics come out of the woodwork. 

This is why the narrative of Milwaukee needs THIS CHANGE. I've heard people 

complaining about it costing money (it didn't cost the city not ONE RED CENT), crowd-

sourcing ethics (the terms of engagement were made very clear), not engaging the 

community—all things that were carefully considered and implemented during the redesign 

engagement process. 

Nobody cared until something they DIDN'T LIKE subjectively started to happen; pointing 

out that this new flag didn't reflect Milwaukee's rich history—WHICH IT DOES! You are literally 

critiquing this flag out of pure ignorance (the symbolism and approach are well-documented 

HERE: milwaukeeflag.com if anyone cares to like, actually READ it). 

And most of the other naysayers are here commenting purely out of SELF-SERVING 

reasons (looking at all of YOU "414 Flag" people—is YOUR flag part of the Creative 

Commons, or are you just trying to make another DOLLAR out of the opportunistic coattails of 

this campaign? I'd guess the former. 

All of this is downright embarrassing, and I hope we can turn the page on this and give 

MILWAUKEE THE FLAG THAT IT DESERVES. 

John Ehn IV Asking the general public for design critique will make your head spin. Burn the 

old flag. 

Sam Draver Big market mentality 

Kelley Brand Out of the blood of all of the daily shooting victims in Milwaukee? 

Paul Lelinski I’d like to see Mayor Barrett hanging from a flag pole. 
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Chuck Wagner Another cyclist died from getting his tire caught in their trolley tracks and then 

was hit by the trolley. Are you really this dense? 

Kory Mocbeichel No. It is very ugly. 

Lori Moore Milwaukee sucks 

Jimmy Lemke So why are you on the mayor's facebook page? 

Patrick Dailey It bears a striking resemblance to the Obama loser flag! 

 

LRB 172198-2 



Matt Wild March 14, 2018

Waving the white flag on the “People’s Flag of Milwaukee”
milwaukeerecord.com/city-life/waving-the-white-flag-on-the-peoples-flag-of-milwaukee/

A few weeks ago, a reporter from the Wall Street Journal interviewed me about the ongoing
drama surrounding the Milwaukee city flag. What, the reporter wanted to know, was the deal
with the “People’s Flag of Milwaukee”? From whence did the gold and blue, App Store-aping
visage come? What did its existence mean for the 64-year-old and awful—just awful!—official
flag? What was to become of that old flag’s obscene mix of outdated landmarks and baffling
symbols, all an affront to both good flag design and the unquestioned taste of some knob with
a TED Talk? Why was the city now rallying around this new “People’s Flag”?

And why, the reporter finally wanted to know, did I hate the thing?

The ensuing article, “Surprise! Your City Has a Flag and It’s Terrible,” was published
earlier this month. I was cut out of it. (Quotes from my Disclaimer co-host Evan Rytlewski
were included, as was the tattoo of my Milwaukee Record cohort Tyler Maas.) It’s just as well.
After nearly five years of getting worked up about the dubious effort/contest to design a new
Milwaukee city flag, and after nearly two years of living with the winning design—”Sunrise
Over the Lake,” by Robert Lenz—I’m officially giving up. I don’t care anymore. The old flag is
dead. The “People’s Flag” has won. May its Corona beer label colors fly atop Milwaukee
businesses and luxury apartment balconies for years to come. Also, be sure to pick up your
very own pair of “People’s Flag” leggings, available now for $39.99.
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I haven’t come to this place of vexillological surrender lightly. Don’t get me wrong: I still kind of
hate the thing. Not the “People’s Flag” per se, but the original impetus behind it. Hey! A guy
with a podcast said our flag is terrible! Let’s design a new one, only let’s do it as a publicity-
garnering contest that adheres to needlessly restrictive rules! And when we arbitrarily pick
the winning design—after amassing a mountain of press that will look great on our CVs, of
course—let’s slap it on every piece of merchandise we can imagine! And if anyone dares
question the “pride and unity” the new flag so un-cynically represents, let’s brand them as evil
old Milwaukeeans who are “stuck in the past” and “scared of change” and probably racist too
because we just noticed there’s an outdated Native American symbol on the old flag. Boooooo!
Oh, and don’t forget the old “If you hate it so much why don’t you design your own flag”
chestnut. Also, be sure to pick up your very own 6×10 premium sewn nylon “People’s
Flag,” available now for $50.

No, the reason for my surrender is simple: the damn thing is everywhere. It’s all over the East
Side, all over Bay View, all over downtown. It’s on beer bottles and bicycles. Businesses and
residences. Men and women. Young and slightly less-young. In two years’ time, the “People’s
Flag” has gone from a pet project of Milwaukee’s designer class to an ever-expanding default
icon. More and more Milwaukeeans are embracing it. Its cookie-cutter “here’s a sun over some
water” design may not exactly scream “Milwaukee!” but its growing ubiquity does. And hell, if
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel columnist Jim Stingl is starting to see the thing everywhere, you
know the war is over.

And it’s that war that has always bugged me the most about the “People’s Flag.” From its very
beginnings as a grassroots campaign, the charge to design a new city flag—led by graphic
designer Steve Kodis—created two “sides” of Milwaukee: the old and new. You were either for
the gleaming Milwaukee future promised by the “People’s Flag,” or a crusty relic who clearly
didn’t subscribe to Roman Mars’ 99% Invisible podcast.

But as time has gone on, I’ve realized that war has mostly been in my head, and whatever
battles were left were mostly being waged by one person: me. How many people, I’ve
wondered as I’ve passed dozens of “People’s Flags” near the UWM campus, know its
backstory? How many people, I’ve wondered as I’ve driven past the umpteenth Bay View
restaurant flying the flag, care about its backstory?The folks behind the “People’s Flag” were
right about one thing: you almost never saw/see the official Milwaukee flag (though one flies at
UWM, coincidentally). Isn’t it enough that a new generation of Milwaukeeans finally have a
symbol of their city pride? And that they’re not afraid to show it? Get the fuck over yourself, old
man.

And there’s that, too. I turned 40 last year, and the fear of finding myself old and obsolete,
griping about those darn kids and their hula hoops or whatever, is very real. Sure, I can lay out
a convincing and impassioned case against the “People’s Flag” that has nothing to do with “It’s
new so I hate it!” but maybe that impulse is still buried in there somewhere. Maybe it’s better to
look around, admit defeat, realize the children are not wrong, and simply say “yes” to the
new. Or at least “okay, fine, you win.” Act your old age, relax, this won’t hurt. Get busy
accepting a “People’s Flag” that may have come from a cynical and marketing-driven place but
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has since come to symbolize the hope and future of an evolving 21st century city, or get busy
dying.

A few months ago, someone posted a photo of downtown, as seen from the harbor, to the
Milwaukee subreddit. “She’s gorgeous in the winter, too,” read the caption. Those words
struck me. Could you possibly imagine someone saying that about Milwaukee 30, 20, or even
10 years ago? Calling this city “gorgeous”? Calling it “she”? When I washed up on these
shores in 1996, Milwaukee was primarily known as the blue-collar, down-and-out, beat-up
home of a serial killer. How unlikely that now, amidst unprecedented change and
development, new and new-ish residents were waxing poetic about its beauty? Clearly,
something has changed.

And if the “People’s Flag” has come to represent that change, if it has transcended its
questionable origins as a resume- and money-making marketing exercise, who am I to piss
and moan about it? Am I throwing in the critical towel because I don’t want to be seen as
foolish and out of touch? I don’t think so. My pissings and moanings about the flag still stand—
I’m just admitting that they’ve become increasingly irrelevant. Am I burying my head in the
sand, like that guy who has completely ignored the news since Trump was elected? I don’t
think so. (LOL at all the shit that guy and the guy who wrote the article have received, by the
way.) I’m simply moving on.

Now, am I going to buy a “People’s Flag,” and maybe pick up a “People’s Flag” beach towel
(available now for $38.99)? Not a chance. But I’ll no longer begrudge anyone who does.
Instead, I’ll take the message of the “People’s Flag” to heart. “The sun rising over Lake
Michigan symbolizes a new day,” says the flag’s creators. It’s a simple, three-color reminder to
do my part to make that new day a good one.
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Portland Flag Association
Vexillologists and Flag Enthusiasts of Portland, Oregon

Municipal Flag Improvement

Thanks in large part to a popular 2015 TED talk by Roman Mars (and Ted Kaye) on the

shortcomings of many city flag designs, there are efforts in many North American cities,

towns, or other municipalities to improve their flag designs — or to adopt flags for the

first time.

https://portlandflag.org/
https://portlandflag.org/
https://www.ted.com/talks/roman_mars_why_city_flags_may_be_the_worst_designed_thing_you_ve_never_noticed?language=en
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Here are the 104 efforts we know about (as of 16 February 2018): Aberdeen, WA; Akron,

OH; Albany, OR; Albuquerque, NM; Atlanta, GA; Austin, TX; Barrington, RI; Bath,

ME; Bellingham, WA; Billings, MT; Birmingham, AL; Bloomington, IN; Boston, MA;

Bowling Green, KY; Boulder, CO; Brandon, SD; Bryan, TX; Burlington, VT; Calgary,

AB; Cedar Park, TX; Charleston, SC; Cleveland, OH; Clovis, NM; Columbia, MO; Columbia,

SC; Columbus, OH; Concrete, WA; Coral Springs, FL; Dallas, TX; Dardenne Prairie,

MO; Davis, CA; Edmonton, AB; Elk Ridge, UT; El Paso, TX; Fargo, ND; Firestone, CO; Fort

Payne, AL; Golden, CO; Grand Rapids, MI; Harrison, OH; Hattiesburg, MS; Haysville,

KS; Holland, MI; Hope, BC; Huntsville, AL; Janesville, WI; Joplin, MO; Kansas City, MO;

Kansas City, KS/MO; Kingston, NY; Laconia, NH; Lancaster, PA; Lake Wales, FL; Lexington-

Fayette, KY; Liberty, TX; Liberty Lake, WA; Los Angeles, CA; Lowell, MA; Madison,

WI; Manchester, NH; Manlius, NY; Miami, FL; Milwaukee, WI; Minneapolis, MN;

Montpelier, VT; Montreal, QC; Mount Dora, FL; Naperville, IL; Nixa, MO; Oklahoma City,

OK; Orlando, FL; Peoria, AZ; Philadelphia, PA; Plano, TX; Pocatello, ID; Portland, ME; Provo,

UT; Raleigh, NC; Redding, CA; Reno, NV; Republic, MO; Rochester, MN; Rockford, IL; San

Francisco, CA; San Marcos, TX; Santa Clarita, CA; Sault Ste. Marie, ON; Scottsdale, AZ;

Seward, AK; Sioux Falls, SD; South Bend, IN; Springfield, MO; Sunnyvale, TX; Syracuse,

NY; Tacoma, WA; Tallahassee, FL; Tampa, FL; Tulsa, OK; Urbana, IL; Victoria, BC; West

Hollywood, CA; and Winston-Salem, NC.

72 of these efforts are ongoing. For the 30 cities of Aberdeen, Albany, Bath, Bellingham,

Brandon, Columbia (MO), Coral Springs, Elk Ridge, Golden, Harrison, Haysville,

Janesville, Lexington-Fayette, Liberty, Montpelier, Montreal, Mount Dora, Nixa, Orlando,

Peoria, Pocatello, Provo, Redding, Republic, Sault Ste. Marie, San Marcos, Seward, South

Bend, Sunnyvale, and West Hollywood efforts have succeeded in new flags being

adopted. The Manchester effort has failed.

Click click here for a map of all these efforts.

The following are the current flags (if any) for each municipality. If the design effort is

centered around a single proposal, it is also shown. Click the city name to learn more

about the redesign effort, including multiple proposals that may be under consideration.

https://portlandflag.org/2016/07/02/a-flag-for-the-muddy-banks-of-the-wishkah/
http://www.ohio.com/writers/bob-dyer/bob-dyer-akron-shouldn-t-run-up-the-white-flag-1.710077
https://www.cityofalbany.net/flag
http://www.gabere.com/Albuquerque-Flag-Redesign
https://atlantacityflag.com/
http://austin.blog.statesman.com/2015/08/25/whats-wrong-with-the-city-of-austins-flag/
http://barringtonflag.org/
http://www.jeremyhammond.net/flag-of-bath-maine
http://lariatcreative.com/Bellingham-Flag-Design
http://billingsflag.wixsite.com/index
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/07/birmingham-alabama-flag-project-wants-your-vote/
https://portlandflag.org/2015/06/14/improving-bostons-city-flag/
https://www.facebook.com/The-New-Bowling-Green-Flag-469719196520757/
http://www.dailycamera.com/news/boulder/ci_25906937/boulder-ponders-creating-city-flag-mdash-again
http://www.argusleader.com/story/news/brandon/2017/05/23/city-approves-flag-winner-pledge/102006924/
http://www.matthewortegadesign.com/my-blog/2015/11/27/would-you-fly-this-flag
http://wamc.org/post/vermonts-largest-city-looking-new-flag-design
http://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/hall-monitor-calgarys-new-flag-please-the-winner-of-our-contest
https://patch.com/texas/cedar-park/cedar-park-city-council-votes-reconsider-newly-selected-municipal-flag
https://www.charlestoncitypaper.com/TheBattery/archives/2017/02/06/after-columbia-is-it-time-for-charleston-to-consider-a-new-city-flag
https://www.change.org/p/cleveland-and-cuyahoga-county-help-change-cleveland-ohio-s-flag
http://www.cnjonline.com/2016/07/07/officials-considering-new-city-flag/
http://www.como.gov/arts/programs-and-services/city-flag/
https://portlandflag.org/2017/06/21/columbia-sc-soliciting-feedback-on-18-finalists/
http://www.columbusunderground.com/columbus-flag-ms1
http://www.goskagit.com/news/local_news/concrete-launches-town-flag-contest/article_727f2f0f-3bf8-5cc4-940f-ca676e33bd18.html
https://portlandflag.org/2017/07/05/a-new-flag-for-coral-springs-florida/
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/16/dallas-the-pegasus-and-the-trinity/
https://www.dardenneprairie.org/single-post/2017/06/09/City-Flag
http://www.keithbradnam.com/blog/2015/6/15/a-flag-for-davis-california
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/insight/maybe-the-magpie-defines-us-creativity-meets-symbolism-as-support-grows-to-redesign-the-city-flag
http://www.elkridgecityflagcontest.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/elpasoflag/
https://portlandflag.org/2015/09/24/fargo-a-flag-for-the-flagless/
http://www.firestoneco.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=372
http://southerntorch.com/winners-fort-payne-flag-design-contest/
http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/us-cogol.html
http://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/index.ssf/2015/09/is_this_grand_rapids_flag_one.html
http://eaglecountryonline.com/local-article/new-city-flag-set-fly-high-harrison/
http://www.hattiesburgamerican.com/story/news/local/hattiesburg/2017/08/10/hattiesburg-resident-comes-up-design-city-flag/518543001/
http://tsnews.com/tsnewswordpress/2017/11/04/haysville-unveils-new-flag-at-fall-festival/
http://start.tv.toshiba.com/news/read/category/Lifestyle/article/holland_sentinel-holland_officials_consider_public_contest_to_redes-tca
https://hope.ca/sites/default/files/flag_design_contest_-_new_entry_rules.pdf
http://www.waff.com/story/30899782/italian-man-creates-flag-for-city-of-huntsville
http://www.ci.janesville.wi.us/about-janesville/history-of-janesville
http://www.joplinflag.com/
http://kcur.org/post/we-redesigned-kansas-citys-flag-now-pick-your-favorites
http://www.oneflag.co/
https://www.facebook.com/newkingstonflag
https://www.facebook.com/LaconiaCityFlag
http://lancasteronline.com/opinion/the_scribbler/the-scribbler-seeking-a-grandly-simple-new-flag-for-lancaster/article_9b66a46c-8ec7-11e5-adaa-a353aa777117.html
https://www.cityoflakewales.com/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=428
http://www.kentucky.com/news/local/counties/fayette-county/article137711633.html
http://www.chron.com/neighborhood/dayton/news/article/Liberty-has-chosen-a-city-flag-and-a-new-city-9730346.php
https://www.facebook.com/LibertyLakeFlag
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/12/a-new-flag-for-a-new-l-a/
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/17/art-is-the-handmaid-of-human-good/
http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/local/controversy-over-zia-pueblo-symbol-on-madison-flag-prompts-plans/article_5c1def4f-8b9b-5c57-8788-146176e36127.html
http://www.unionleader.com/local-government/Manchester-voters-overwhelmingly-say-the-current-city-flag-should-stay-11072017
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/news/2015/08/15/manlius-teen-designs-flags-for-local-municipalities.html
http://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/does-miami-need-a-new-city-flag-8560177
https://portlandflag.org/2016/06/22/sunrise-over-the-lake-wins-milwaukee-flag-contest/
https://www.facebook.com/MinneapolisFlag
http://digital.vpr.net/post/montpelier-unveils-new-flag-after-old-design-shamed-ted-talk#stream/0
http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=5977,42249635&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTALmontreal-flag-indigenous-1.3981820
http://ci.mount-dora.fl.us/854/City-Flag-Contest
http://napervilleflag.org/
https://www.nixa.com/community/design-contest
http://okcflag.org/
http://www.cityoforlando.net/flag/
https://www.peoriaaz.gov/NewSecondary.aspx?id=81111
http://www.phillyvoice.com/should-we-make-design-new-flag-philadelphia/
http://starlocalmedia.com/planocourier/new-year-new-flag-local-resident-propose-plan-to-revamp/article_2fe833f6-df6e-11e6-8540-7721b99f691c.html
http://idahostatejournal.com/news/local/pocatello-city-council-approves-resolution-to-adopt-new-city-flag/article_e8ed2753-a055-5e70-a9cc-d0d2690fa3e0.html
https://portland.bangordailynews.com/2016/07/29/news/heres-your-pick-for-the-best-design-in-our-portland-flag-contest/
https://portlandflag.org/2015/01/07/provo-puts-its-latest-logo-on-a-bedsheet/
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/counties/wake-county/raleigh-report-blog/article40969020.html
http://reddingcityflag.com/
https://www.reno.gov/about-reno/arts-culture/reno-flag-project
https://portlandflag.org/2016/07/13/republic-missouri-tries-again/
https://portlandflag.org/2017/06/17/rochester-minnesota-flag-project/
https://www.rockfordflag.com/
https://portlandflag.org/2017/06/18/san-francisco-curbs-its-enthusiasm/
https://star.txstate.edu/2015/11/11/san-marcos-flag-a-banner-of-boringness/
http://iheartscv.blogspot.com/2015/05/the-abomination-that-is-santa-claritas.html
http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/ca-onssm.html
http://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/city-flag-challenge
http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/us-aksew.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/podcasts/gist/2014/08/the_gist_announces_the_new_sioux_falls_flag_and_ammon_shea_explains_linguistic.html
https://portlandflag.org/2016/03/09/south-bend-great-new-flag/
http://sbj.net/Content/ENEWS-ARTICLES/ENEWS-ARTICLES/Article/Opinion-Calling-all-designers-to-raise-their-flags/29/82/103433
http://www.townofsunnyvale.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/04272015-403
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/news/2015/08/15/manlius-teen-designs-flags-for-local-municipalities.html
http://chandleroleary.com/raise-the-flag/
http://www.tallahassee.com/story/opinion/2017/08/11/calmet-design-new-flag-tallahassee/559081001/
http://tampaflag.com/
http://tulsaflag.com/
https://imbibeurbana.com/urbana-flag-design-competition/
http://aflagforvictoria.weebly.com/
http://articles.latimes.com/2014/feb/07/local/la-me-ln-west-hollywood-rainbow-flag-20140207
http://wfuogb.com/2017/03/students-work-to-create-a-new-winston-salem-flag/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WDTcxAthry5MUvcQgYzx0Y1wc5E&usp=sharing
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Aberdeen, Washington:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Akron, Ohio:

 

current flag

Albany, Oregon:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Albuquerque, New Mexico:

 

current flag, adopted 1969

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Atlanta, Georgia:

https://portlandflag.org/2016/07/02/a-flag-for-the-muddy-banks-of-the-wishkah/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/flag-from-specs2.png
http://www.ohio.com/writers/bob-dyer/bob-dyer-akron-shouldn-t-run-up-the-white-flag-1.710077
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-oh-ak-o2.gif
https://www.cityofalbany.net/flag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/albanyflagv2.png
http://www.gabere.com/Albuquerque-Flag-Redesign
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/800px-flag_of_albuquerque_new_mexico-svg.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/gabere-proposal.png
https://atlantacityflag.com/
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current flag, adoption date

unknown 

Austin, Texas:

 

current flag, adopted 1915

Barrington, Rhode Island:

 

current flag

Bath, Maine:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2013

Bellingham, Washington:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-ga-at.gif
http://austin.blog.statesman.com/2015/08/25/whats-wrong-with-the-city-of-austins-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/city-of-austin-flag1.png
http://barringtonflag.org/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-ribar.jpg
http://www.jeremyhammond.net/flag-of-bath-maine
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/lgflagofbath_2.jpg
http://lariatcreative.com/Bellingham-Flag-Design
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no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Billings, Montana:

 

current flag, adopted 1986

 

proposed flag

Birmingham, Alabama:

 

current flag, adopted 1925

Bloomington, Indiana:

 

current flag

 

proposed flag

Boston, Massachusetts:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/bradley-lockhart-winning-design.png
http://billingsflag.wixsite.com/index
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/us-mtbil.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/riedel-proposal.png
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/07/birmingham-alabama-flag-project-wants-your-vote/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/flag_of_birmingham_alabama_revised.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/bloomington-daniel-robison-cropped.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/i3gg3mg.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2015/06/14/improving-bostons-city-flag/
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current flag, adopted 1917

Boulder, Colorado:

 

no previous flag

Bowling Green, Kentucky:

 

current flag, adopted 1996 

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Brandon, South Dakota:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Bryan, Texas:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/flag_of_boston-svg.png
http://www.dailycamera.com/news/boulder/ci_25906937/boulder-ponders-creating-city-flag-mdash-again
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
https://www.facebook.com/The-New-Bowling-Green-Flag-469719196520757/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/flag.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/2015-proposal.png
http://www.argusleader.com/story/news/brandon/2017/05/23/city-approves-flag-winner-pledge/102006924/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/brandon-south-dakota-city-flag.jpg
http://www.matthewortegadesign.com/my-blog/2015/11/27/would-you-fly-this-flag
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current flag, adopted 2004 

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Burlington, Vermont:

 

current flag, adopted ca. 1991

Calgary, Alberta:

 

current flag

 

proposed flag

Cedar Park, Texas:

 

current flag (unofficial) 

 

new flag adopted 2016, retracted

2017 

Charleston, South Carolina:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-txbry.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/bryan-proposed.png
http://wamc.org/post/vermonts-largest-city-looking-new-flag-design
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-vtbur.gif
http://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/hall-monitor-calgarys-new-flag-please-the-winner-of-our-contest
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_calgary_alberta-svg.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/yycflagcontest.png
https://patch.com/texas/cedar-park/cedar-park-city-council-votes-reconsider-newly-selected-municipal-flag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-txced.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/cedar-park-2016.png
https://www.charlestoncitypaper.com/TheBattery/archives/2017/02/06/after-columbia-is-it-time-for-charleston-to-consider-a-new-city-flag
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current flag

Cleveland, Ohio:

 

current flag, adopted 1896 

Clovis, New Mexico:

 

current flag: seal on yellow field

Columbia, Missouri:

 

previous flag, adopted 1988

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Columbia, South Carolina:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_charleston_south_carolina-svg.png
https://www.change.org/p/cleveland-and-cuyahoga-county-help-change-cleveland-ohio-s-flag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/cleveland.jpg
http://www.cnjonline.com/2016/07/07/officials-considering-new-city-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/picture1.jpg
http://www.como.gov/arts/programs-and-services/city-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/columbia-mo.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/new-flag.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2017/06/21/columbia-sc-soliciting-feedback-on-18-finalists/
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current flag, adopted 1912 

Columbus, Ohio:

 

current flag, adopted 1929

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Concrete, Washington:

 

no previous flag

Coral Springs, Florida:

 

previous flag, adoption date

unknown 

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Dallas, Texas:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-sccol.gif
http://www.columbusunderground.com/columbus-flag-ms1
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/columbus-ohio.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/nini-proposal.jpg
http://www.goskagit.com/news/local_news/concrete-launches-town-flag-contest/article_727f2f0f-3bf8-5cc4-940f-ca676e33bd18.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
https://portlandflag.org/2017/07/05/a-new-flag-for-coral-springs-florida/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/us-flcos.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/dale-williams-flag.png
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/16/dallas-the-pegasus-and-the-trinity/
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current flag, adopted 1967

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Dardenne Prairie, Missouri:

 

no previous flag

Davis, California:

Edmonton, Alberta:

 

no previous flag

 

proposed flag

 

current flag 

 

proposed flag

Elk Ridge, Utah:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/flag_of_dallas-svg_-635x423.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/gxcqeirfbcwajja-800x450-nopad.jpg
https://www.dardenneprairie.org/single-post/2017/06/09/City-Flag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
http://www.keithbradnam.com/blog/2015/6/15/a-flag-for-davis-california
http://edmontonjournal.com/news/insight/maybe-the-magpie-defines-us-creativity-meets-symbolism-as-support-grows-to-redesign-the-city-flag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/keithbradnam-proposal-noborder.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/664px-flag_of_edmonton-svg.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/ryan-mccourt.jpg
http://www.elkridgecityflagcontest.org/
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El Paso, Texas:

 

no previous flag  

new flag, adopted 2017

 

current flag, 

adopted 29 March 1962

 

proposed flag

Fargo, North Dakota:

 

no previous flag

 

unadopted 2015 contest winner

Firestone, Colorado:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Fort Payne, Alabama:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/elpasoflag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/elk-stripes.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/current-el-paso-flag.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/james-reyes-el-paso-proposal.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2015/09/24/fargo-a-flag-for-the-flagless/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/web_fargoflag_crtsy-the-arts-partnership.jpg
http://www.firestoneco.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=372
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/flagcontestsmall.jpg
http://southerntorch.com/winners-fort-payne-flag-design-contest/
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no previous flag

 

winning designs to be merged

Golden, Colorado:

 

previous flag, 1996-2012

 

current flag adopted 2012

Grand Rapids, Michigan:

 

current flag, adopted 1915

Harrison, Ohio:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Hattiesburg, Mississippi:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/fortpayneflagwinnersfeatured-770x439_c-copy.png
http://www.cityofgolden.net/golden-celebrates-flag-day-with-a-brand-new-city-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-cogol.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/new-city-flag.jpg
http://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/index.ssf/2015/09/is_this_grand_rapids_flag_one.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/flag-1915.jpg
http://eaglecountryonline.com/local-article/new-city-flag-set-fly-high-harrison/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/harrison-oh-new-flag-1.jpg
http://www.hattiesburgamerican.com/story/news/local/hattiesburg/2017/08/10/hattiesburg-resident-comes-up-design-city-flag/518543001/
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current flag

Haysville, Kansas:

 

former flag, adopted 1993

 

new flag, October 2017

Holland, Michigan:

 

current flag, adopted 2002

Hope, British Columbia:

 

current flag

Huntsville, Alabama:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/636378050193814709-img-9654.jpg
http://tsnews.com/tsnewswordpress/2017/11/04/haysville-unveils-new-flag-at-fall-festival/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/us-kshay.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/haysville-flag.jpg
http://start.tv.toshiba.com/news/read/category/Lifestyle/article/holland_sentinel-holland_officials_consider_public_contest_to_redes-tca
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/holland-city-flag-corrected.jpg
https://hope.ca/sites/default/files/flag_design_contest_-_new_entry_rules.pdf
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/district_of_hope_flag.png
http://www.waff.com/story/30899782/italian-man-creates-flag-for-city-of-huntsville
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current flag (status uncertain) 

 

proposed flag, 2016 

Janesville, Wisconsin:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2015

Joplin, Missouri:

 

current flag, adopted 1977

 

proposed flag (contest winner,

2016) 

Kansas City, Missouri:

Kansas City, KS/MO:

 

current flag

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/huntsville-al-old-flag.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/huntsville.png
http://www.ci.janesville.wi.us/about-janesville/history-of-janesville
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/janesville-wi-adopted-2015.jpg
http://www.joplinflag.com/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/joplin-mo.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/joplin-mo-proposed.png
http://kcur.org/post/we-redesigned-kansas-citys-flag-now-pick-your-favorites
http://www.oneflag.co/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_kansas_city__missouri-svg_.png
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Kingston, New York:

 

no previous flag

 

current flag, adopted 1984

 

proposed flag, 2016 

Laconia, New Hampshire:

 

current flag, adopted 1965

Lake Wales, Florida:

 

no previous flag

Lancaster, Pennsylvania:

https://www.facebook.com/newkingstonflag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/kingston-ny.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/kingston-proposed.png
https://www.facebook.com/LaconiaCityFlag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/laconia-nh-1965.png
https://www.cityoflakewales.com/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=428
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
http://lancasteronline.com/opinion/the_scribbler/the-scribbler-seeking-a-grandly-simple-new-flag-for-lancaster/article_9b66a46c-8ec7-11e5-adaa-a353aa777117.html
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current flag, adopted 1907

 

proposed flag

Lexington-Fayette, Kentucky:

 

government flag, adopted 1983 

 

“community spirit” flag, adopted

2017 

Liberty, Texas:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2015

Liberty Lake, Washington:

Los Angeles, California:

 

no previous flag

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/1000px-flag_of_lancaster_pennsylvania-svg.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/lancaster-proposal.jpg
http://www.kentucky.com/news/local/counties/fayette-county/article137711633.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-kylxl.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/lexingtonflag-horse-cropped.png
http://www.chron.com/neighborhood/dayton/news/article/Liberty-has-chosen-a-city-flag-and-a-new-city-9730346.php
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/liberty-flag-from-photo.jpg
https://www.facebook.com/LibertyLakeFlag
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/12/a-new-flag-for-a-new-l-a/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
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current flag, adopted 1931

Lowell, Massachusetts:

 

current flag, adopted 1960

(unofficial) 

Madison, Wisconsin:

 

current flag

Manchester, New Hampshire:

 

current flag (unofficial) 

Manlius, New York:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/1023px-flag_of_los_angeles_california-svg.png
https://portlandflag.org/2015/10/17/art-is-the-handmaid-of-human-good/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/lowell-mass.png
http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/local/controversy-over-zia-pueblo-symbol-on-madison-flag-prompts-plans/article_5c1def4f-8b9b-5c57-8788-146176e36127.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_madison_wisconsin-svg.png
http://www.unionleader.com/local-government/Manchester-voters-overwhelmingly-say-the-current-city-flag-should-stay-11072017
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-nhman.gif
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/news/2015/08/15/manlius-teen-designs-flags-for-local-municipalities.html
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no previous flag

 

proposed flag (captured from video)

Miami, Florida:

 

current flag, adopted 1933

 

proposed flag, 2016 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

 

current flag, adopted 1954

 

proposed flag (contest winner,

2016)

Minneapolis, Minnesota:

 

current flag, adopted 27 May 1955

Montpelier, Vermont:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/manlius-proposal.png
http://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/does-miami-need-a-new-city-flag-8560177
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/miami-flag.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/miami-proposal-2016.png
https://portlandflag.org/2016/06/22/sunrise-over-the-lake-wins-milwaukee-flag-contest/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/1000px-flag_of_milwaukee_wisconsin-svg.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/proposed.png
https://www.facebook.com/MinneapolisFlag
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/minneapolis-flag.png
http://digital.vpr.net/post/montpelier-unveils-new-flag-after-old-design-shamed-ted-talk#stream/0
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previous flag, adopted 2001

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Montreal, Quebec:

 

previous flag, adopted 1939

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Mount Dora, Florida:

 

no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Naperville, Illinois:

 

current flag, adopted 1974 

 

proposed flag

Nixa, Missouri:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-vtmpr.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/finalist2-chet-larrow-winner.jpg
http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/page?_pageid=5977,42249635&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/1280px-flag_of_montreal-svg.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/montreal-2017.png
http://ci.mount-dora.fl.us/854/City-Flag-Contest
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/mt-dora-flag.jpg
http://napervilleflag.org/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-ilnap.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/naperville-il-new.jpg
https://www.nixa.com/community/design-contest
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previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 1 November 2017

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma:

 

current flag, adopted 1994

Orlando, Florida:

 

previous flag, adopted 1980 

 

new flag, adopted 2017 

Peoria, Arizona:

 

previous flag, 

unofficial since 1954 

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/old-nixa-flag.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/nixa-flag-tracy-southard.png
http://okcflag.org/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/okc-1994.jpg
http://www.cityoforlando.net/flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_orlando_florida.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/fountainflag_final.jpg
https://www.peoriaaz.gov/NewSecondary.aspx?id=81111
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_peoria_az.jpg
http://www.phillyvoice.com/should-we-make-design-new-flag-philadelphia/
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current flag

 

proposed flag

Plano, Texas:

 

current flag

Pocatello, Idaho:

 

previous flag, adopted 2001

 

new flag, adopted 2017

Portland, Maine:

 

current flag, adoption date

unknown 

 

proposed flag (contest winner,

2016)

Provo, Utah:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/old_flag_philly-width-800.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/philadelphia_flag-width-800.png
http://starlocalmedia.com/planocourier/new-year-new-flag-local-resident-propose-plan-to-revamp/article_2fe833f6-df6e-11e6-8540-7721b99f691c.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-txpla.gif
http://idahostatejournal.com/news/local/pocatello-city-council-approves-resolution-to-adopt-new-city-flag/article_e8ed2753-a055-5e70-a9cc-d0d2690fa3e0.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/pocatello2001.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/pocatello2017.png
https://portland.bangordailynews.com/2016/07/29/news/heres-your-pick-for-the-best-design-in-our-portland-flag-contest/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/portlandme-flag.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/06-portland-beacon-by-matthew-moray-of-south-portland.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2015/01/07/provo-puts-its-latest-logo-on-a-bedsheet/
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previous flag, adopted 1985

 

new flag, adopted 2015

Raleigh, North Carolina:

 

current flag (front), adopted 1899

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Redding, California:

 

previous flag, adoption date

unknown 

 

new flag, adopted 2017 

Reno, Nevada:

 

current flag, unofficial since 1959

Republic, Missouri:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/provo-1985.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/provo-2015.png
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/counties/wake-county/raleigh-report-blog/article40969020.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/raleighflagfront-fixed.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/raleigh-nc-2015-proposed.png
http://reddingcityflag.com/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_redding_california.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/redding-proposal.jpg
https://www.reno.gov/about-reno/arts-culture/reno-flag-project
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/reno-unofficial-1959.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2016/07/13/republic-missouri-tries-again/
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previous flag, adopted 1991, revised

1999

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Rochester, Minnesota:

 

current flag, adopted 1980

Rockford, Illinois:

 

current flag

San Francisco, California:

 

current flag, adopted 14 April 1900

San Marcos, Texas:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/us-morep.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/republic-mo-2016.png
https://portlandflag.org/2017/06/17/rochester-minnesota-flag-project/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/rochester-minnesota.png
https://www.rockfordflag.com/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/rockford-il-flag.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2017/06/18/san-francisco-curbs-its-enthusiasm/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/flag_of_san_francisco-svg.png
https://star.txstate.edu/2015/11/11/san-marcos-flag-a-banner-of-boringness/
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previous flag, adopted 1989

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Santa Clarita, California:

 

current flag, adopted 1996 

 

proposed flag, 2015 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario:

 

previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Scottsdale, Arizona:

 

current flag

Seward, Alaska:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag_of_san_marcos_tx.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/san-marcos-20161.png
http://iheartscv.blogspot.com/2015/05/the-abomination-that-is-santa-claritas.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flag-of-santa-clarita-aaahh.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/santa-clarita-ca-proposed-2015.png
http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/ca-onssm.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/ca-onssm2.gif
http://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/city-flag-challenge
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/scottsdale-city-flag-graphic.gif
http://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/us-aksew.html
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no previous flag

 

new flag, adopted 12 December 2016

Sioux Falls, South Dakota:

 

no previous flag

 

proposed flag (contest winner,

2014) 

South Bend, Indiana:

 

previous flag, adopted 1965 

 

new flag, adopted 2016

Springfield, Missouri:

 

current flag, adopted 1938

 

proposed flag, 2016 

Sunnyvale, Texas:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/us-aksew.gif
http://www.slate.com/articles/podcasts/gist/2014/08/the_gist_announces_the_new_sioux_falls_flag_and_ammon_shea_explains_linguistic.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/sioux-falls.jpg
https://portlandflag.org/2016/03/09/south-bend-great-new-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/south-bend-city-flag.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/sb_flag_png.png
http://sbj.net/Content/ENEWS-ARTICLES/ENEWS-ARTICLES/Article/Opinion-Calling-all-designers-to-raise-their-flags/29/82/103433
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/springfield-mo.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/springfield-mo-proposed.png
http://www.townofsunnyvale.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/04272015-403
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previous flag (unofficial) 

 

new flag, adopted 27 April 2015

Syracuse, New York:

 

current flag

Tacoma, Washington:

 

current flag

 

proposed flag

Tallahassee, Florida:

 

current flag

Tampa, Florida:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/sunnyvale-tx-old.png
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/sunnyvale-texas.png
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/news/2015/08/15/manlius-teen-designs-flags-for-local-municipalities.html
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/us-ny-syr.gif
http://chandleroleary.com/raise-the-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/chandler_oleary_tacoma_flag_design.jpg
http://www.tallahassee.com/story/opinion/2017/08/11/calmet-design-new-flag-tallahassee/559081001/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/us-fl-tl3.jpg
http://tampaflag.com/
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current flag, adopted 8 July 1930

Tulsa, Oklahoma:

 

current flag, adopted 1973

 

proposed flag (contest winner,

2017)

Urbana, Illinois:

 

no previous flag

Victoria, British Columbia:

 

current flag

West Hollywood, California:

https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/2000px-flag_of_tampa_florida-svg.png
http://tulsaflag.com/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-oktu3.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/tulsa-proposal-jordan-winn-2017.png
https://imbibeurbana.com/urbana-flag-design-competition/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/flagless.png
http://aflagforvictoria.weebly.com/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/ca-bc-vr-l.gif
http://articles.latimes.com/2014/feb/07/local/la-me-ln-west-hollywood-rainbow-flag-20140207
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Portland Flag Association

 

current flag, adopted 1986

 

variant flag, adopted 2014

Winston-Salem, North Carolina:

 

current flag, adopted 1936 

 

proposed flag, 2017 

Share this:

    
2
   More

/

https://portlandflag.org/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/west-hollywood-1986.jpg
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/west-hollywood-2016.jpg
http://wfuogb.com/2017/03/students-work-to-create-a-new-winston-salem-flag/
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/us-ncwsm.gif
https://portlandflag.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/winston-salem-nc-proposal.png
https://portlandflag.org/municipal-flag-improvement/?share=email&nb=1
https://portlandflag.org/municipal-flag-improvement/?share=facebook&nb=1
https://portlandflag.org/municipal-flag-improvement/?share=twitter&nb=1
https://portlandflag.org/municipal-flag-improvement/?share=tumblr&nb=1
https://portlandflag.org/municipal-flag-improvement/?share=pinterest&nb=1
https://portlandflag.org/municipal-flag-improvement/?share=reddit&nb=1

















